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Application Deadline

April 15th, 11:59pm EST

Data Provided

When reporting academic year data, campuses should use data from academic year 2017-2018. For example, the number of

community based courses per year should correlate with 2017-2018 data.

When reporting institutional data, be sure to identify the semester and year within which the data was collected. That data

should not be older than 2017-2018. For example, if your institution participated in the NASCE, NSSE, or other assessment

tools in the fall of 2018-2019, you may use that data in your reporting.

Wherever requested, please provide links to relevant campus web resources in addition to evidence provided in the

application. Reviewers may want to examine websites to provide additional clarification of the responses in the application.

Reviewers may also ask for a telephone conversation to clarify evidence provided.

Use of Data

The information you provide will be used to determine your institution's community engagement classification. Only those

institutions approved for classification will be identified. At the end of the survey, you will have an opportunity to authorize

or prohibit the use of this information for other research purposes.

Community Engagement Definition

Community engagement describes the collaboration between institutions of higher education and their larger communities

(local, regional/state, national, global) for the mutually beneficial creation and exchange of knowledge and resources in a

context of partnership and reciprocity.

The purpose of community engagement is the partnership (of knowledge and resources) between colleges and universities

and the public and private sectors to enrich scholarship, research, and creative activity; enhance curriculum, teaching, and

learning; prepare educated, engaged citizens; strengthen democratic values and civic responsibility; address critical societal

issues; and contribute to the public good.

Applicant's Contact Information

Please provide the contact information of the individual submitting this application
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Title
Executive Director, Center for Community Engagement

Institution
Seattle University

Mailing Address 1
901 12th Ave

Mailing Address 2
Douglas 100, P.O. Box 222000

City
Seattle

State
WA

Zip Code
98122

Phone Number (e.g., 1-123-345-5678)
(206) 296-2569

Full Name of Institution's President/Chancellor
Stephen Sundborg, S.J.

President/Chancellor's Mailing Address
901 12th Ave, P.O. Box 222000, Seattle, WA 98122

President/Chancellor's Email Address
sundborg@seattleu.edu

Campus and Community Context

A. Campus:
Provide a description of your campus that will help to provide a context for understanding how community engagement is

enacted in a way that fits the culture and mission of the campus. You may want to include descriptors of special type

(community college, land grant, medical college, faith-based, etc.), size (undergraduate and graduate FTE), location, unique

history and founding, demographics of student population served, and other features that distinguish the institution. You
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may want to consult your campus’s IPEDS data (https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/Home/FindYourCollege) and Carnegie Basic

Classification data (http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/lookup/lookup.php).

Founded in 1891, Seattle University is a private non-profit Jesuit Catholic university located on 50 acres in central Seattle.

The university offers undergraduate, graduate, professional and doctoral degrees in a full range of studies with 7,291

students enrolled as of fall 2018. Seattle University’s Carnegie Classification is Master's Colleges & Universities: Larger

Programs

Seattle University is consistently ranked among the top universities in the West by U.S. News and World Report and

included in the Princeton Review’s Best Colleges Guide. The average class at Seattle University is 18 students and all

classes are taught by faculty. The faculty to student ratio is 1 to 11. Seattle University offers an extensive array of academic

programs with eight colleges and schools offering more than 120 undergraduate, graduate and certificate programs. Seattle

University’s undergraduate tuition for 2018-2019 is $43,785. 86.9% of undergraduate students receive some form of

financial aid with an average award of $28,061.

Seattle University’s Fall 2018 enrollment included:

7,291 students: 4764 undergraduate students, 1,879 graduate students, and 648 law students.

94.9% of undergraduate students attend full-time.

35% of first-year students are from Washington State.

37.3% of all students are from ethnically diverse backgrounds.

10.1% are international students.

Seattle University is one of 28 Jesuit universities in the United States and more than 100 around the world. St. Ignatius of

Loyola founded the Society of Jesus – the Jesuits, as they are commonly called – more than 450 years ago. The Jesuits are

well-known and respected educators. Jesuit education challenges students to think for themselves and test commonly

accepted knowledge. However, Jesuit education means more than acquiring knowledge. The Jesuits believe what you do

with that knowledge is equally as important. At Seattle University, students are encouraged to grow personally and

spiritually, exploring their values and developing responsibility for themselves and their community. Social justice is a

significant component of the Seattle University education and student experience.

Drawing upon its mission of “educating the whole person, to professional formation, and to empowering leaders for a just

and humane world” Seattle University has a long history of service to society and advocating for social justice. In 2004,

Seattle University created the Center for Community Engagement to centralize the coordination and strategic work of

connecting the campus to its wider community through academic service-learning, volunteerism, community-based

research and other forms of community engagement.

In February 2011, after a lengthy planning process, Seattle University and its community partners launched the Seattle

University Youth Initiative (SUYI), the largest community engagement initiative in university history. Through the Youth

Initiative the university partners with the City of Seattle, the Seattle Housing Authority, Seattle Public Schools, dozens of

community-based organizations and hundreds of local residents to create a “cradle to career” pathway of support for 1,000

children and their families living in a two-square mile neighborhood immediately adjacent to campus. In mobilizing the

campus to engage, the Initiative also deepens the educational experiences of Seattle University students and enhances

professional development opportunities for faculty and staff.
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B. Community:
Provide a description of the community(ies) within which community engagement takes place that will help to provide a

context for understanding how community engagement is enacted in a way that fits the culture and history of the

partnership community(ies). You may want to include descriptors of special type (rural, urban, conservative, liberal, etc.),

size (population), economic health, unique history, demographics of community population served/employed, and other

features that distinguish the institution and community(ies). For local communities, you may want to consult your census

data.

The Seattle University Youth Initiative (SUYI) geographic zone consists of 100 square blocks south of campus that

encompass all or portions of three distinct neighborhoods: the Chinatown-International District, Yesler Terrace, and the

Central District. These neighborhoods were historically redlined areas due to Chinese Exclusion Acts, African American

segregation, Japanese Exclusion, and World War II incarceration, and grew into vibrant cultural communities. The

neighborhoods include Seattle’s historic and current cultural home to the African American, Chinese American, Filipino

American, Japanese American and Vietnamese American communities. In recent years, refugees and immigrants from East

Africa and Central America have also moved into the neighborhood.

The SUYI neighborhood is growing in population. The estimated population for the SUYI zone is 14,292 people, a 5.57%

increase over the 2010 census. There are approximately 6,978 households in the zone, with 2,224 families. 6,305 people

(27.08%) of the population living in this area are "foreign-born.” Growth within Seattle has led to gentrification that is

impacting the neighborhood. In the SUYI zone between 2000 and 2013-2017, the White population increased by 14.45%

and the Asian population increased by 17.9%. During that same time, the population of Hispanic residents decreased by

6.78% and the African American population decreased by 25.33%.

The majority of households in the SUYI zone live in large or small apartment buildings (77.46%). The available units,

however, do not meet the needs of families, as over 70% of the dwellings are 0-1 bedroom units. Households below the

poverty line are over-represented in the SUYI zone. The federal poverty line in 2018 for a family of four was $25,100. Over

40% of households in the SUYI zone fall into this category- more than any other income category. Over 60% of households

in the SUYI zone earn less than $50,000 per year, compared to 32% of households across the county.

The Youth Initiative has focused efforts at Bailey Gatzert Elementary School, Washington Middle School, and Garfield High

School. Compared to other Seattle elementary schools, Bailey Gatzert serves a higher proportion of students of color, low-

income students, English Language Learners, and students receiving special education services. Academically, Bailey

Gatzert students are not performing as well as students across Seattle. For example, in Spring 2018, fewer students at

Bailey Gatzert met proficiency standards in English Language Arts (30%) and Math (41%) compared to peers across Seattle

Public Schools (ELA = 67%; Math = 64%). Racial disparities in academic outcomes are pronounced in Seattle and especially

at Bailey Gatzert, Washington Middle School, and Garfield High School. An additional challenge facing students in this area

is stable housing. In 2015-2016, Garfield High School had the highest number of students experiencing homelessness

across Seattle.

While facing challenges, the neighborhoods of the Youth Initiative also possess incredible assets including a long history of

resident-led advocacy and organizing. In addition, the rich cultural and racial diversity among residents leads to creative

approaches to engaging complex issues and a strong sense of community that is not found in all Seattle neighborhoods.

Foundational Indicators

Complete all questions in this section.
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A. President/Chancellor’s Leadership Statement

A.1 Provide a letter from the President/Chancellor or Provost (Vice President for Academic Affairs)
that:

Indicates their perception of where community engagement fits into their leadership of the institution,
Describes community engagement’s relationship to the institution’s core identity, strategic direction, and practices,
and
Discusses how engagement is institutionalized for sustainability in the institution.

 Please EITHER copy and paste the text of the letter in the following textbox OR upload a PDF copy of the letter below:  

--empty--

A.1.1 Upload the letter from the President/Chancellor or Provost (Vice President for Academic
Affairs)
1. Carnegie Community Engagement Classification Sundborg letter.pdf

A.2 In addition to the letter, provide evidence of recent statements of affirmation of community
engagement. In the grid below, provide excerpts from the relevant documents and a web link to
the full document if it exists.

A.2.1
Annual addresses/speeches:

State of the University 2011:

“The Seattle U. Youth Initiative winning $1.4 million from donors, getting 911 students working in the neighborhood, with

five new community-based research faculty fellows, 86 students as assistants and tutors at Bailey Gatzert Elementary

School alone, a very strong summer program for kids, the S.U. Math Corps (that spells “SUM”) active in the schools, and the

Youth Initiative now focusing also on family engagement;”

Regarding strategic goals for the University: “4. Assure the success of the already vibrant and promising Seattle University

Youth Initiative. This Initiative, most ably led by Kent Koth, encompassing 100 square blocks, focusing on creating a pipeline

of success for kids in public schools, while engaging their families and communities, gives ample room for the involvement of

all of us and of all of our students in service, and perhaps more importantly in learning to listen, to partner, to be educated

by our neighbors, and to make our education real in its application. The Initiative can become definitional of our educational

identity and distinguishing of us as a university”

https://www.seattleu.edu/media/office-of-the-president/speeches-and-homilies/State-of-the-Universityb848.pdf

President’s State of the University Address 2015 A Vision of Our Future - September 16, 2015 - Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J
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There is a reason why our Youth Initiative wins national honors and visits from 25 other universities to see what we are

doing in community engagement and how we are doing it… By any and all standards of measurement the place where we

stand as a university as we look to what can be accomplished in our future is objectively evaluated as sound, healthy, robust,

educationally effective, promising, and creative. Momentum and trajectory, location and reputation, history and leadership,

dedication and partnerships are on our side.

We will speak of the Seattle University Student Experience as exceptional, shaped by service, by the city, by inclusivity, by

internships, by strong social ties, by fun, faith, and sports. We will not compare our student experience with other

universities, but will take advantage and make the most of what is uniquely and exceptionally ours. The nationally-known

Youth Initiative will have grown into a comprehensive community engagement partnership involving all students, colleges,

and schools in academically linked areas of service, learning, and research. We will welcome scores of students from the

Initiative zone as our own college students.

https://www.seattleu.edu/media/office-of-the-president/speeches-and-homilies/State-of-University-2015d965.pdf

A.2.1.1 Web Link (if available)
https://www.seattleu.edu/media/office-of-the-president/speeches-and-homilies/State-of-the-
Universityb848.pdf; https://www.seattleu.edu/media/office-of-the-president/speeches-and-
homilies/State-of-University-2015d965.pdf

A.2.2
Published editorials:

Images of Engagement: Seattle University Youth Initiative in Conversations on Jesuit Higher Education Magazine
Spring 2018, Rachael Steward
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56172221e4b0d3605b642f70/t/5a6a7c39ec212d10efb36636/1516928067437/

CONV53_3.pdf

STEM: Students and Teachers Embracing Mission, AJCU Connections Magazine
January 21, 2016, By Michael J. Quinn and Jean M. Jacoby, Seattle University
http://www.ajcunet.edu/january-2016-connections/2016/1/6/seattle-university-thematic

A.2.2.1 Web Link (if available)
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56172221e4b0d3605b642f70/t/5a6a7c39ec212d10efb3663
6/1516928067437/CONV53_3.pdf;
http://www.ajcunet.edu/january-2016-connections/2016/1/6/seattle-university-thematic

A.2.3
Campus publications:

Seattle University News Post, “Seattle University was Among U.S. Colleges and Universities Names to the President’s

Higher Education and Community Service Honor Roll.” Dean Forbes, October 14, 2016
https://www.seattleu.edu/news/news-features/seattle-university-was-among-us-colleges-and-universities-named-to-the-

presidents-higher-education-community-service-honor-roll.html

PROGRESS REPORT ON IMPLEMENTATION SEATTLE UNIVERSITY’S STRATEGIC PLAN FOR 2013-2018 (Spring 2016

Executive Summary)
The Seattle University Youth Initiative (SUYI) continues to thrive and has become a national model for such projects. 1,700
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SU students served in the SUYI neighborhood, and student involvement in SUYI schools is up 51%.
B. Strengthen community-based learning and global education: The Seattle University Youth Initiative (SUYI) continues to

thrive. In 2014-2015, 112 faculty from 31 disciplines engaged 2,882 students in 226 academic service-learning courses.

1,700 SU students served in the SUYI neighborhood, and student involvement in SUYI schools is up 51%. 270 SU students

engaged in service experiences of more than six months. Faculty involvement in SUYI has also expanded, building on a

$50,000 grant from the Annie E. Casey Foundation for two faculty to develop a plan for how the university could play a

greater role in supporting young people who are 16-24 years of age and not fully engaged in school or work. Since the

launch of the Youth Initiative in 2011, the school attendance rates of Yesler Terrace children in every grade have improved.

In addition, in almost every grade the percentage of children passing the State’s test for reading and math is on the rise.

Finally, kindergarten readiness has improved significantly. Seattle University has become a national model for place-based

community engagement initiatives, including hosting universities interested in sharing ideas about such projects.
https://www.seattleu.edu/media/institutional-planning/Spring-2016-Strategic-Plan-Progress-Report.pdf

Seattle University Magazine, “Investing in Seattle’s Youth, Investing in the Future”
Winter 2014 feature story - Annie Beckmann, pg. 20-27
https://issuu.com/seattle_university/docs/winter_magazine_2014

The Commons Article (Faculty and Staff News) Feature, “Taking the Initiative…Further”
Written by Mike Thee, July 15, 2015
https://www.seattleu.edu/commons/features/taking-the-initiativefurther.html

CITY SAYS YES TO YESLER TERRACE – AGAIN, SEATTLE SPECTATOR, SEATTLE UNIVERSITY STUDENT NEWSPAPER
Bianca Sewake - January 30th, 2013
http://www.seattlespectator.com/2013/01/30/city-says-yes-to-yesler-terrace-again/

Guest Post: An Hour for the Labels to Quiet, Blog Post
Emily Holt, December 10th, 2013
https://faithandfamilyhomelessness.com/tag/seattle-university-youth-initiative/

Albers Brief, A Publication of News and Current Events from the Albers School of Business and Economics, Spring 2011
Within the new strategic plan, we have developed key initiatives around faculty scholarship, curriculum development,

global education, technology, human resources, and the Seattle University Youth Initiative. The latter is a university-wide

effort to support youth and families in Seattle’s Bailey Gatzert Elementary School neighborhood, an area that adjoins our

campus. - Joe Phillips, Dean Albers School of Business and Economics
https://www.seattleu.edu/media/albers-school-of-business-and-economics/news-and-events/albers-

brief/Albers_Brief_11SQ3a6e.pdf

A.2.3.1 Web Link (if available)
https://www.seattleu.edu/news/news-features/seattle-university-was-among-us-colleges-and-
universities-named-to-the-presidents-higher-education-community-service-honor-roll.html

A.2.4
Other:

Place-Based Community Engagement in Higher Education (Book, 2018) Kent Koth and Erica Yamamura
Preface: https://sty.presswarehouse.com/sites/stylus/resrcs/frontm/1620366770_preface.pdf
Google Books link: https://tinyurl.com/PBHigherEdGoogleBooks

The Seattle University and Bailey Gatzert Elementary School Partnership: Lessons for Sustainability and Scaling,
Cohen Research and Evaluation, LLC, June 2015
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http://sps.ss8.sharpschool.com/UserFiles/Servers/Server_543/File/District/Departments/Community%20Partnerships/C

CE_Gatzert%20Lessons_Cohen.pdf

King County Bar Association: SU, Seattle Municipal Court, Garfield High Launch Youth Traffic Court
May 2012 Bar Bulletin by Katherine Hedland Hansen
https://www.kcba.org/newsevents/barbulletin/BView.aspx?Month=05&Year=2012&AID=article18.htm

Blog Post: A new face at the Housing Alliance, Washington Low Income Housing Alliance
Haley Jo Lewis, November 6, 2014
http://www.wliha.org/blog/new-face-housing-alliance

Campus Compact Webinar: Placed-Based Community Engagement in Higher Education
January 24, 2019, Erica Yamamura and Kent Koth
https://compact.org/event/placed-based-community-engagement-higher-education/

Blog Post: A Stronger Community One Book at a Time
February 6, 2018, Madison Krieger (YES Abroad 2014-2015, Indonesia)
http://www.yes-abroad.org/stories/a-stronger-community-one-book-at-a-time

Frye Art Museum video in Partnership with Seattle University Youth Initiative
Published June 18, 2013
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sxf2lyLgApI

Seattle University will lift Bailey Gatzert School achievement through youth initiative
Originally published February 22, 2011
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/seattle-university-will-lift-bailey-gatzert-school-achievement-through-youth-

initiative/

Seattle University initiative creates long-term commitment with Bailey Gatzert area
February 16, 2011 by Tom Fucoloro
http://www.centraldistrictnews.com/2011/02/seattle-university-initiative-creates-long-term-commitment-with-bailey-

gatzert-area

A.2.4.1 Web Link (if available)
https://sty.presswarehouse.com/sites/stylus/resrcs/frontm/1620366770_preface.pdf

B. Institutional Identity and Culture:

B.1.1 Does the campus have an institution-wide definition of community engagement (or of other
related terminology, e.g., civic engagement, public engagement, public service, etc.)?
Yes

B.1.1.1 Please identify the document or website where the institution-wide definition of community
engagement appears and provide the definition:
Seattle University defines quality community engagement as social action that strives for equal impact
on campus and community. As the hub of the university’s interface between community and campus,
the Center for Community Engagement emphasizes long-term place-based partnerships and anti-
racist, inclusive frameworks. Community engagement at Seattle University includes but is not limited
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to service-learning, university-assisted community schools, direct service, community-based research,
advocacy, public scholarship, activism, and anchor institution strategies.

https://www.seattleu.edu/cce/about/

B.1.2 How is community engagement currently specified as a priority in the institution’s mission,
vision statement, strategic plan, and accreditation/reaffirmation documents? Provide excerpts
from the relevant documents and a web link to the full document if it exists.

B.1.2.1
Mission or vision statement:

“Seattle University is dedicated to educating the whole person, to professional formation, and to empowering leaders for a

just and humane world.” This mission statement serves as a guiding principle for almost every university unit, academic

program, and strategy.

Focusing on empowering leaders for a just and humane world provides the imperative for the university to offer students

experiences that allow them to grapple with issues of injustice through community-based experiences such as service-

learning, volunteerism, internships, study abroad experiences, social innovation projects and advocacy efforts. By engaging

in these curricular and co-curricular experiences, students develop skills to critically analyze social justice issues and

discern relevant actions that respond to specific situations. The mission also leads the university to seek to establish long-

term community partnerships that exemplify values of justice and compassion.

Widely utilized in a variety of contexts such as university convocation, admissions efforts, and trustee gatherings; most

members of the Seattle University community can recite and/or paraphrase the mission statement. The active use of the

mission statement provides a mechanism to establish the university’s culture and brand leading students to want to attend

Seattle University because of its commitment to a just and humane world. The mission statement also leads faculty and staff

to want to work at the university. In fact, in most interview processes, faculty and staff applicants are asked how they will

advance the mission of the university. Finally, the wide recognition and use of the mission leads students, faculty, staff, and

alumni to grapple with the complexities and messiness of living out the mission on campus, in the local community, and

throughout the world.

Seattle University’s vision statement, to “be the premier independent university of the Northwest in academic quality,

Jesuit Catholic inspiration, and service to society,” also demonstrates the university’s commitment to community

engagement.

B.1.2.1.1 Web Link (if available)
https://www.seattleu.edu/about/mission/

B.1.2.2
Strategic plan:

The first goal of Seattle University’s current strategic plan includes a specific objective related to community-based learning

and the Seattle University Youth Initiative.
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Goal #1: Strengthen our capacity to provide a high-quality and transformational education rooted in the Jesuit tradition.

Objective: To deepen student engagement with the world, we will develop and strengthen programs and opportunities in

community-based learning, including the Seattle University Youth initiative, and global education.

The University’s Center for Community Engagement and numerous other departments and divisions have actively worked

to implement this objective.

It should be noted that the current strategic plan is ending. During the 2018-2019 academic year, the university is

undertaking a comprehensive planning process to create a new strategic plan that will guide the university’s strategies and

decision-making for the next five years. We anticipate that this plan will continue to include community engagement as a

core element of the universities educational and public purpose. (https://www.seattleu.edu/media/center-for-community-

engagement/files/Strategic-Plan-Executive-Summary-2019-2012.pdf)

B.1.2.2.1 Web Link (if available)
https://www.seattleu.edu/media/office-of-the-president/Strategic-Plan-Brochure.pdf

B.1.2.3
Accreditation/reaffirmation document/QEP:

In spring 2018, Seattle University completed its seven-year institutional accreditation cycle (2011-2018). This included the

submission of our NWCCU Year Seven Self-Evaluation Final Report and a campus visit by a team of professionals from peer

institutions trained by NWCCU to review our policies and practices.

The accreditation report highlighted community engagement including:

The one page accreditation report overview (page 8) noted Seattle University’s recognition and commitment to community

engagement. “In 2012, the White House awarded Seattle University the President’s Higher Education Community Service

Award. More than 4,500 students, faculty and staff volunteer or participate in service-learning courses annually. In 2015,

Washington Monthly ranked the university among the top five master’s universities in the nation for service.”

Two of the five accreditation indicators for “mission fulfillment” included community engagement (pages 34 and 35):

“Seattle University will be classified as a community engagement institution by the Carnegie Foundation. This classification

is a national and independently evaluated metric of community engagement, outreach and partnerships.”

“Seattle University students and alumni will volunteer and participate in the civic realm at rates that exceed available

comparison groups by statistically significant margins. Seattle University provides a wide range of curricular and co-

curricular activities that seek to empower leaders for a just and humane world, and the rate at which students participate in

these programs is a key metric. For current students, these activities include service-learning. The university uses rates of

alumni volunteerism and civic engagement as an indicator of the impact of a Seattle University education post-graduation.”

A key indicator of Seattle University’s commitment to transformational learning includes the percentage of students taking

a service-learning course (page 34).

A more detailed analysis of Community Engagement indicators was presented on pages 157 and 158 of the accreditation

report.
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Another recent reaffirmation process that is critically important to the university is the Mission Examen. Under the

direction of the AJCU Examen Coordinating Committee, and at the request of the Superior General of the Jesuits, Seattle

University entered the Mission Examen process in the 2016–17 academic year. President Stephen Sundborg, S.J. appointed

a Mission Examen Chair and a 15-person Mission Examen Planning Committee made up of administrators, faculty, staff, and

students. The Committee facilitated a series of input sessions to allow various segments of the campus community to reflect

on what they see as Seattle U’s mission strengths and mission challenges. The Planning Committee used the data from these

sessions, along with additional research, to draft the self-study document. The process was capped by a visit of the external

peer review committee who submitted a final report.

One of the five mission strengths highlighted in the self-study (page 2, https://www.seattleu.edu/media/office-of-the-

president/Executive-Summary-Packet.Mission-Examen.pdf) included: “A high level of service, social justice, and global

awareness among faculty, staff, and students.” In addition, one of the six commendations presented in the Mission Examens

Visiting Committee’s final report (page 2, https://www.seattleu.edu/media/office-of-the-president/Seattle-University-Peer-

Visiting-Team-Report_Final.pdf) included community engagement.

B.1.2.3.1 Web Link (if available)
https://www.seattleu.edu/media/accreditation/NWCCU-Self-Eval-Report-Final.pdf

B.1.2.4
Other:

Community engagement is a central component of the University’s overall strategic communication. Besides having a

strong presence on every aspect of the University’s marketing and promotions material (i.e., admissions material, alumni

magazine, website), the Center for Community Engagement annual report and the annual President’s Report underscore

community engagement achievements. The university’s comprehensive commitment to its local neighborhoods is also

featured in a new book Place-Based Community Engagement in Higher Education (Yamamura and Koth, 2018). Finally, in

2012 the Obama administration recognized Seattle University for its place-based focus by awarding one of five national

President’s Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll awards (https://www.nationalservice.gov/special-

initiatives/honor-roll/2012/seattle)

Admissions: https://www.seattleu.edu/undergraduate-admissions/
Alumni Magazine: https://issuu.com/seattle_university/docs/su_magazine_fall_2016/25
Website: https://www.seattleu.edu/cce/

B.1.2.4.1 Web Link (if available)
https://www.nationalservice.gov/special-initiatives/honor-roll/2012/seattle

B.2.1
Briefly discuss any significant changes in mission, planning, organizational structure, personnel, resource allocation, etc.

related to community engagement etc., since the last classification:

Seattle University has significantly expanded its community engagement commitment since 2010. The centerpiece of this

expansion is the Seattle University Youth Initiative. In February 2011, the University launched the Youth Initiative, the

largest and most comprehensive community engagement project in its history. The Youth Initiative unites Seattle

University and the wider community to improve the academic achievement of low-income youth living in the attendance

zone of Bailey Gatzert Elementary School while strengthening the education of Seattle University students and expanding
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professional development opportunities for faculty and staff. The Bailey Gatzert attendance zone encompasses a two

square mile neighborhood immediately south of the University. Children and families living in this neighborhood face

significant challenges including barriers to success in school, lack of access to high-quality affordable housing and lack of

livable wage employment opportunities.

Through the Youth Initiative, the University is partnering with neighborhood leaders, the City of Seattle, Seattle Public

Schools, Seattle Housing Authority, and over 30 nonprofit organizations to dramatically improve the academic achievement

of 1,000 low-income neighborhood students. The Youth Initiative’s central strategy is to create a “cradle through college”

pathway of educational resources for neighborhood children and their families. The Youth Initiative also strives to enhance

the University’s educational programs by mobilizing university students to serve, learn and lead through academic service-

learning, community-based research, internships, practica, work-study, and volunteer activities. University faculty also play

a vital role in moving the Initiative forward by utilizing service-learning in their courses and pursuing community-based

research projects with neighborhood organizations.

The launch of the Youth Initiative has led to significant changes in organizational structures, systems, and resources

including:

Moving the Center for Community Engagement into a larger 2,700 square feet office in a storefront that is more accessible

to community partners.

Expanding the Center for Community Engagement staff from 8 professional staff in 2010 to 16 professional staff in 2018.

Increasing the Center for Community Engagement budget from $360,000 in 2010 to $2,300,000 in 2018.

Including the Center for Community Engagement and the Youth Initiative in the University’s comprehensive campaign with

a goal of raising $25 million by 2021. $14 million has been raised to date.

Changing the Center for Community Engagement’s reporting structure from Associate Provost to Provost.

In addition to the Youth Initiative and the ensuing growth of the Center for Community Engagement, several other campus

units expanded their community engagement partnerships. These efforts include:

Creating the following projects and centers:

College of Arts and Sciences
Project on Family Homelessness (https://projectonfamilyhomelessness.org/)
Crime and Justice Research Center (https://www.seattleu.edu/artsci/departments/criminal/crime-and-justice-research-

center/)
Yesler Youth Media Project (http://ytyouthmedia.com/)

School of Law
Developing a Youth Traffic Court (https://law.seattleu.edu/centers-and-institutes/access-to-justice-institute/pro-

bono/seattle-youth-traffic-court)
Homeless Rights Advocacy Project (https://law.seattleu.edu/centers-and-institutes/korematsu-

center/initiatives/homeless-rights-advocacy-project)

School of Theology and Ministry:
Founding the Center for Religious Wisdom and World Affairs (https://www.seattleu.edu/stm/center/)
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College of Education
Moving a Seattle School District High School (Middle College) on the Seattle University Campus

(https://www.seattleu.edu/education/centers-and-partnerships/middle-college-high-school/)

Albers School of Business and Economics
Creating the Ramp-Up small business support program (https://www.seattleu.edu/business/centers-and-

programs/iec/ramp-up/)

B.3.1
Specify changes in executive leadership since classification and the implications of those changes for community

engagement:

President Stephen Sundborg S.J., who has inspired much of the expansion of community engagement at the University, is

completing his 22nd year as president. While Father Sundborg’s consistent support for community engagement has led to

rapid growth in campus and community connections, Seattle University has experienced some key changes in leadership.

These include:

Provost. In 2016, Dr. Isiaah Crawford left the Provost position to become President of the University of Puget Sound. Dr.

Shane Martin recently replaced Dr. Crawford as Provost. Dr. Martin’s prior work with community engagement at Loyola

Marymount University will likely lead to positive development of faculty involvement in community engagement.

Dean of College of Education. In 2013, Dr. Deanna Sands became Dean of the College of Education. The most profound

impact of Dean Sands has been the hiring of new faculty committed to community engagement; a strong emphasis in the

College’s hiring process.

Creation of Vice President for Diversity and Inclusion. In 2017, Natasha Martin became Seattle University’s first Vice

President for Institutional Inclusion and Chief Diversity Officer. In this new role, Ms. Martin has worked closely with

community engagement leaders at Seattle University to connect issues of diversity and inclusion to community

engagement.

Creation of Seattle University Youth Initiative Advisory Board. In 2012, the Center for Community Engagement created a

more formal advisory structure for the Seattle University Youth Initiative. Membership includes Seattle University’s

President, key community leaders and philanthropic supporters. The Advisory Board offers significant strategic advice

regarding the director of community engagement at Seattle University. (https://www.seattleu.edu/cce/about/our-

team/executive-advisory-board/)

C. Institutional Commitment

Infrastructure

C.1.1
As evidence for your earlier classification, you provided a description of the campus-wide coordinating infrastructure

(center, office, etc.) to support and advance community engagement and you reported how it is staffed, how it is funded, and
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its reporting line.

For re-classification, describe what has changed, if anything, with this infrastructure, its mission, staffing, funding, and

reporting since the last classification. If the campus has more than one center coordinating community engagement,

describe each center, staffing, and purpose and indicate how the multiple centers interact with one another to advance

institutional community engagement. Provide relevant links that support the narrative.

As documented in the response to the question in the institutional identity and culture section; Seattle University has

significantly expanded its community engagement commitment since 2010. The centerpiece of this expansion is the Seattle

University Youth Initiative. The launch of the Youth Initiative has led to significant changes in organizational structures,

systems, and resources including:

The launch of the Youth Initiative has led to significant changes in organizational structures, systems, and resources

including:

Moving the Center for Community Engagement into a larger 2,700 square feet office in a storefront that is more accessible

to community partners.

Expanding the Center for Community Engagement staff from 8 professional staff in 2010 to 16 professional staff in 2018.

Increasing the Center for Community Engagement budget from $360,000 in 2010 to $2,300,000 in 2018.

Including the Center for Community Engagement and the Youth Initiative in the University’s comprehensive campaign with

a goal of raising $25 million by 2021. $14 million has been raised to date.

Changing the Center for Community Engagement’s reporting structure from Associate Provost to Provost.

In addition to the Youth Initiative and the ensuing growth of the Center for Community Engagement, several other campus

units expanded their community engagement partnerships. These efforts include:

Creating the following projects and centers:

College of Arts and Sciences
Project on Family Homelessness (https://projectonfamilyhomelessness.org/)
Crime and Justice Research Center (https://www.seattleu.edu/artsci/departments/criminal/crime-and-justice-research-

center/)
Yesler Youth Media Project (http://ytyouthmedia.com/)

School of Law
Developing a Youth Traffic Court (https://law.seattleu.edu/centers-and-institutes/access-to-justice-institute/pro-

bono/seattle-youth-traffic-court)
Homeless Rights Advocacy Project (https://law.seattleu.edu/centers-and-institutes/korematsu-

center/initiatives/homeless-rights-advocacy-project)

School of Theology and Ministry:
Founding the Center for Religious Wisdom and World Affairs (https://www.seattleu.edu/stm/center/)

College of Education
Moving a Seattle School District High School (Middle College) on the Seattle University Campus

(https://www.seattleu.edu/education/centers-and-partnerships/middle-college-high-school/)
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Albers School of Business and Economics
Creating the Ramp-Up small business support program (https://www.seattleu.edu/business/centers-and-

programs/iec/ramp-up/)

Funding

C.2.1
As evidence provided for your earlier classification, you described internal budgetary allocations dedicated to supporting

institutional engagement with community.

For re-classification, describe what has changed, if anything, with the internal budgetary allocations since the last

classification.

The Center for Community Engagement (CCE) budget for FY18 was $2,460,705, which included 24% ($590,570) of

university funds used for staff salaries and program expenses. This is four-fold increase in the Center’s budget since 2010

with most of the new funding coming from gifts and grants.

In 2013 the institution began dedicating 16% of its federal work study allocation specifically for community work-study

purposes. On average, from July 2012-June 2019, CCE student employees earned $177,500 annually in federal work study

funds. This policy allowed the Center for Community Engagement to expand the number of work-study positions serving

within the Seattle University Youth Initiative (SUYI) neighborhood. As the sole administrator of these funds the Center for

Community Engagement places high quality, well-trained student employees with local schools and community partners.

C.2.2
As evidence provided for your earlier classification, you described external budgetary allocations dedicated to supporting

institutional engagement with community.

For re-classification, describe what has changed, if anything, with the external budgetary allocations since the last

classification.

Since 2010, the university has experienced significant growth in individual gifts and foundation grants supporting

community engagement. Here are several examples of these external funders and the projects they support.

Since 2005, the Shinnyo-en Foundation, dedicated to promoting a more harmonious and peaceful world, has supported

student engagement efforts that have allowed the Center to build sustained relationships with community partners

through a student fellowship program. Since 2010, the Foundation has provided over $350,000 to Seattle University.

Since 2010 a long-time friend of the university has contributed significant funds to the Seattle University Youth Initiative,

allowing the Center for Community Engagement to develop the infrastructure. This includes hiring staff to work within the

local elementary and middle schools and hiring a family engagement manager to build out a pathway of youth and family

wrap-around programs and resources that contribute to youth academic success and support families in building the

confidence to see themselves as their child’s first educator.

In 2013, a long-time university supporter gave the University a $1 million endowed scholarship gift to award to Youth

Initiative neighborhood scholars to attend Seattle University. Through AY18 eleven scholarships have been awarded,
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totaling nearly $300,000.

Since 2014, the Center for Community Engagement has received in $250,000 from the Annie E. Casey Foundation to

support CCE’s dissemination strategy resulting in the creation of a national Place-Based Justice Network (PBJN,

www.seattleu.edu/pbjn) creating a learning community of higher education practitioners pursuing a place-based

community engagement strategy in their local communities with a commitment to deconstructing systems of oppression.

In 2015, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation granted the Center for Community Engagement $400,000 ($100,000 over

4 years) to build-out the Center’s work as a convener of campus and community organizations committed to academic

success for neighborhood youth.

In 2018, a local family gave Seattle University $100,000 to establish an endowed scholarship to support current Seattle

University underrepresented students pursuing a STEM degree and who are actively involved in their community.

In addition to the examples noted above, since 2012 Seattle University has served as the Lead Education Partner for Seattle

Housing Authority’s $30 million Choice Neighborhood grant from HUD. The grant focuses on the redevelopment of Yesler

Terrace, a large public housing community in the neighborhood encompassed by the Seattle University Youth Initiative. As

part of the grant, Seattle Housing Authority has subcontracted Seattle University at a level of $106,000 per year to support

a data analyst position and fund summer learning experiences for neighborhood youth.

C.2.3
As evidence provided for your earlier classification, you described fundraising directed to supporting community

engagement.

For re-classification, describe what has changed, if anything, with fundraising activities since the last classification.

Seattle University is currently pursuing a $275 million fund development campaign. A subcomponent of the Seattle

University campaign is a $25 million campaign for community engagement focusing primarily on expanding, deepening and

sustaining the Seattle University Youth Initiative.

In order to pursue this ambitious $25 million goal, Seattle University has assigned a full-time fund development professional

to partner with staff at the Center for Community Engagement to cultivate prospective individual donors. The fund

development officer works closely with the Executive Director of the Center for Community Engagement who dedicates

40% of his time to fund development efforts. A Community Engagement Campaign Task Force consisting of volunteers who

are advocates for community engagement assist in identifying prospective donors and partnering on initial exploratory

visits. In addition to the pursuit of large gifts from individuals, fund development staff in the University’s Corporate and

Foundation Relations office have assisted with grant writing and reporting.

The infrastructure and personnel dedicated to raising funds for community engagement has led to significant success. Since

2014, $14.1 million dollars have been raised toward the $25 million community engagement goal. Examples of funding are

described in the previous question.

C.2.4
As evidence provided for your earlier classification, you described ways in which the institution invest its financial

resources externally in the community for purposes of community engagement and community development? Describe the

source of funding, the percentage of campus budget or dollar amount, and how it is used. Provide relevant links related to

the results of the investments, if available.
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With the university-wide commitment to the place-based strategy of the Seattle University Youth Initiative, financial

resources invested externally has grown significantly since 2010. Several examples of these external investments are

described below.

Support for Small Businesses. In 2015, Seattle University’s Albers School of Business and Economics connect with staff

from JP Morgan Chase who wanted to invest in small business incubation in central Seattle. After an exploration phase,

Chase awarded a 3-year grant for $500,000, which launched the Seattle University Resource Amplification & Management

Program (RAMP-up). RAMP-up partners highly-trained business school faculty, staff and students with underserved local

business in the Seattle University Youth Initiative (SUYI) neighborhood. RAMP-up offers business coaching, resource

connections, business planning and other technical support, and project management assistance. RAMP-up teams work

with business owners for one or more years to augment their own capacity to remain, grow, and thrive in the neighborhood.

(https://www.seattleu.edu/business/centers-and-programs/iec/ramp-up/)

AmeriCorps Members. Since 2012, the Center for Community Engagement has employed 30 talented AmeriCorps

volunteers. The AmeriCorps members serve through the Washington Service Corps and the Campus Compact College

Access Corps and play a vital role in supporting successful youth and families and connecting Seattle U students to the local

neighborhood. AmeriCorps members assist with building the capacity of SUYI school and family partners while providing

Seattle University students with career and life skills. (https://www.seattleu.edu/media/center-for-community-

engagement/files/about/CCE-2016-17-Annual-Report.pdf)

Funding for a School Counselor. Bailey Gatzert Elementary School is a key partner in the Seattle University Youth Initiative.

Many children attending the school face significant socio-emotional issues arising from the challenges of living in poverty

and experiencing housing insecurity. Recognizing this need, Gatzert School sought to move their half-time counselor

position to a full-time position but lacked funds to make this happen. Gatzert asked Seattle University for assistance. From

2013 to 2016, a long-time University supporter paid for half of a counselor position at Bailey Gatzert Elementary School

(BGE). This gift provided “bridge funds” for the school to find permanent funding at the termination of the gift. (

Family Engagement. Since 2011, the Center for Community Engagement has employed a full-time Family Engagement

Manager to support local families to build capacity in realizing their role as their child’s most impactful teacher. The Family

Engagement Program is built on a dual-capacity model for students, parents and their teachers. (https://www.seattleu.edu/

media/center-for-community-engagement/files/2018-Annual-Report---15-Year-Retrospective-Edition.pdf) Through

various programs, parents learn how to better advocate for their children and teachers gain a stronger cultural context of

the richly diverse neighborhood families, which allows local youth to excel as scholars, both in class and at home. In

partnership with several local community organizations, the Family Engagement Manager offers a series of programs for

families including English Language courses, literacy programs, and parenting workshops. In FY18, salary and program

expenses for these and other family engagement efforts were $232,000. All of these funds were provided by gifts from

individuals and foundations. (https://www.seattleu.edu/media/center-for-community-

engagement/files/about/CCE-2016-17-Annual-Report.pdf)

C.2.5
Do the business operations of the campus as an anchor institution, align with local economic and community development

agendas through hiring, purchasing, and procurement in a way that contributes to an institutional commitment to

community engagement?

Yes

C.2.5.a
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Please describe business operation practices tied to the local community:

As a relatively small institution in Seattle, the university’s ability to play a major role as an anchor institution in our

community is limited. However, we have pursued several anchor strategies particularly in the area of employment.

For example, the Center for Community Engagement, Office of Human Resources and Seattle Housing Authority (SHA)

have co-sponsored job fairs for local residents focused on entry level, service positions at several nearby hospitals.

Additionally, the university has participated in an eight-week job shadowing in partnership with the Housing Authority and

several local hospitals.

The university also participates in the Seattle Youth Employment Program (SYEP), a summer-long job-skills internship

program sponsored by the City of Seattle. SYEP provides local teenagers and young adults with internships providing

compensation and skill development. By promoting work readiness and strengthening career development, SYEP helps to

prepare and support youth for real-world jobs by providing them with the skills necessary to be competitive in the job

market. Since 2013, the university has hosted between 5 and 20 high school SYEP each summer.

In addition to participating in employment programs, the University has also supported grass-roots youth organizations.

While several local non-profits have strong relationships with the youth they serve; they often lack the financial resources

to scale-up staffing to fully implement summer programming. Through the Youth Initiative, the Center for Community

Engagement has provided funding to these organizations to provide robust summer programming. Working closely with the

Controllers Office, the Center has found creative solutions to provide “upfront” funding so these local non-profits can fully

execute the educational summer programming needed in our community.

We know there is more we can do as an anchor institution. Currently, we are exploring how our procurement process can

benefit local businesses as well as how to leverage our endowment funds to provide community venture capital for

nonprofits, entrepreneurs, and employee-owned firms.

Tracking, Monitoring, and Assessment

3 . Provide narratives addressing the following:

3.1
How does the institution maintain systematic campus-wide tracking or documentation mechanisms to record and/or track

engagement with the community? Who is responsible for gathering data, how are the data managed, how often is it

gathered, and how are the data used? What changes are apparent in this data since the last classification? What tracking or

documentation mechanisms does the campus still need to develop? Provide relevant web links.

As the institutional center for coordinating all community-engagement programming, the Center for Community

Engagement (CCE) maintains a comprehensive system for tracking engagement with the community. Assessment for

community engagement at Seattle University fall into three broad categories: student curricular/co-curricular engagement,

staff and faculty engagement, and community partnerships.

Student Curricular/Co-curricular engagement: At the time of our last classification, we were using an online platform

(eServe) to count service-learning hours, but this platform was only available to students enrolled in a service-learning

course and was not being used by the entire campus. In Fall 2016, the CCE partnered with the Center for Student
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Involvement (CSI) to create ConnectSU (powered by OrgSync), which enables students to log on to one system to track all

of their involvement, both on and off campus. All students, faculty, and staff have access to the new platform to search for

engagement opportunities and track involvement. The CCE uses ConnectSU to count the number of students engaged in

service-learning courses, CCE- sponsored, community-based programming, as well as volunteer opportunities with our

community partners. ConnectSU also provides reports on involvement hours for each category. Creating a shared platform

with CSI has greatly increased students’ participation in tracking their community engagement online.

To manage the large amount of data generated by ConnectSU, the CCE introduced a new student engagement database in

2017-2018. This shared system allows all CCE staff members to input data about their programming and stores information

on students that participate in service-learning courses and CCE specific programs. This data informs decision making

around recruitment and retention for community engagement opportunities and is reported back to community partners,

campus stakeholders, funders, and the university students through quarterly and annual reports.

In addition, academic departments or schools, such as Social Work and the School of Theology & Ministry also have

independent methods for tracking and monitoring their student involvement.

Staff and Faculty Engagement: The CCE conducts an annual service-learning course count which allows faculty members,

department chairs, and deans to self-report on the service-learning courses and projects within their disciplines. This

assessment captures service-learning courses that are offered both with and without the direct support of the CCE and is

used to monitor Seattle U’s overall use of service-learning and other forms of course-based community engagement.

In 2018-2019, we expanded our database system to include community-engaged faculty, staff, and community partners.

We are also looking at ways to track staff participation in community engagement through the community service leave

benefit offered through Human Resources.

Community Partnerships: Over 100 community partnerships are tracked in ConnectSU. Information regarding

partnerships is also recorded alongside student data in the student engagement database described above. This provides

insight into which sites are popular with students and helps the CCE to monitor the capacity of organizations to host

students. Other partnerships, such as those formed with members of the Choice Neighborhood Education Collaborative,

are tracked through the presence of formal agreements.

3.2
Describe the mechanisms used for systematic campus-wide assessment and measurement of the outcomes and impacts of

institutional engagement. Who is responsible for gathering data, how are the data managed, how often is it gathered, and

how are data used? What assessment and measurement mechanisms does the campus still need to develop? Provide

relevant web links.

As noted above, assessments for community engagement at Seattle University fall into three broad categories: student

curricular/co-curricular engagement, staff and faculty engagement, and community partnerships.

Student curricular/co-curricular engagement: The CCE measures outcomes related to student engagement primarily with

surveys and focus groups administered by the director of campus engagement and the service-learning team. Students

complete evaluations and participant surveys for each of CCE’s program, trainings, and service-learning courses. Survey

and evaluation results drive our student engagement strategy and programming. This has led to substantial changes in the

training and preparation of students.

In addition to the assessments performed by the CCE, the Office of University Planning maintains survey data of students,

faculty and alumni that includes participation in community service, including results from the National Survey of Student
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Engagement (NSSE), Seattle University Survey of Student Engagement (SUSSE), and the State of the Student Survey (SOS).

Staff and faculty engagement: CCE’s impact of working with faculty, including the introduction to Service-Learning

Workshop series, Academic Service-Learning Faculty Fellows, the Community Engaged Justice Fellows, and the

neighborhood immersions are all assessed through participant surveys. These surveys are gathered by the service-learning

manager. The CCE uses this data to inform future workshops, understand areas for improvement in faculty development,

and to identify stories of impact with our various stakeholder groups through our communication and outreach strategies.

Community Partnerships: To measure the impact of CCE programs on social change in the community, Seattle University

partners with Seattle Public Schools and the Seattle Housing Authority to collect data and annually report on key indicators

for neighborhood youth and families, including: kindergarten readiness, state standardized test scores in math and English

language arts, attendance in schools, and the 12th grade graduation rate. The CCE senior data and evaluation analyst

accesses the data on neighborhood children from the school district and analyzes the results to share out with education

collaborative partners in the neighborhood. The results drive decision making for the partners within the collective. While it

is difficult to attribute the educational improvement of neighborhood youth directly to CCE programs, the educational

indicators listed above provide a useful metric in monitoring the changes in the neighborhood. The service-learning team

also regularly conducts informal conversations with partners to monitor the quality and effectiveness of programs and to

implement immediate changes. CCE also collects feedback from participants of the Place-Based Justice Network (PBJN).

The communication specialist at the CCE collects this information and shares with the leaders of the PBJN to improve the

outcomes of the network for all stakeholders. Although individual teams take the lead on different forms of assessment at

the CCE, all of their work is supported by the senior data and evaluation analyst.

3.3
What are the current findings from the mechanisms used for systematic campus-wide assessment and measurement: and

how are these different from the findings since the last classification?

Student curricular/co-curricular engagement: Of the 680 students who completed over 35,000 hours of co-curricular

community engagement in 2017-2018, 199 individuals completed at least 2 quarters of service. We see this longer-term

commitment on the part of students as a result of CCE's increased emphasis on building lasting relationships with the

community. The tracking system has also allowed the CCE to monitor and explore the connection between student

community engagement and retention rates for first time in college (FTIC) freshmen. The Office of Institutional Research

(IR) analyzed retention rates dating back to Fall 2012 and found positive relationships between participation in CCE

programs and student retention rates (see section 3.8 below).

More comprehensive data collection also enables us to monitor demographic trends, which we were not able to do ten

years ago. For example, female students (75%) were more likely to be engaged in CCE programming than male students

(25%). The racial composition was as follows: White (43%), Hispanic (17%), Asian (14%), Two or more races (10%), Unknown

(9%), International Students/Non-Residents (4%), Black (2%), Native American (1%), Pacific Islander (<1%). First year

students were most engaged, followed by students with junior and senior standing.

Staff and faculty engagement: CCE’s annual service-learning course count highlights trends in community engaged or

service-learning courses over the past 15 years. The evaluation process for the course count has remained steady over time,

providing a reliable snapshot of service-learning at Seattle University that is consistent since the last classification. In

2017-2018, 412 course sections offered a service-learning component, up from 244 at the time of our last classification.

While we have seen a dramatic increase in the number of nursing courses that offer a service-learning component, there is a

decrease in the University Core. We have used this information to target areas where the CCE can provide additional

faculty support.
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Community Partnerships: The creation of a formal data sharing agreement with Seattle Public Schools is a major

contributor to the CCE’s ability to measure community impact since the last classification. We have seen mixed results

through our measurements of educational indicators, as displayed in our 2018 Choice Neighborhood report. A great

challenge that we face in the collection of our data is the decreasing number of youth residents in the neighborhood, due to

many families moving away temporarily during the redevelopment of nearby public housing. When we started collecting

data for youth residents in 2011, we were assessing 395 students; in 2017 we assessed 167 students. Kindergarten

readiness, 12th grade completion rates, state standardized test proficiency rates, and attendance indicators have

fluctuated greatly each year since 2011. As the public housing redevelopment nears completion, the number of youth

residents is likely to increase and stabilize. In order to monitor changes in the local neighborhood, the CCE completed a

demographic scan in December 2018 statistics related to population size, race, age, languages, income, housing stock. We

will repeat this scan after results from the 2020 census are released.

https://www.seattleu.edu/cce/about/impact---quarterly-and-annual-reports/

3.4
Are there mechanisms for defining and measuring quality of community engagement built into any of the data collection or

as a complementary process?

Yes

3.4.a - Describe the definition and mechanisms for determining quality of the community
engagement. How is quality determined?
Seattle University defines quality community engagement as social action that strives for equal impact
on campus and community. As the hub of the university’s interface between community and campus,
the Center for Community Engagement emphasizes long-term place-based partnerships and anti-
racist, inclusive frameworks. Community engagement at Seattle University includes but is not limited
to service-learning, university-assisted community schools, direct service, community-based research,
advocacy, public scholarship, activism, and anchor institution strategies.

Drawing on the critical-service learning framework developed by Dr. Tania Mitchell (2008) and a rubric
from Western States Center’s Dismantling Racism: A Resource Book for Social Change (2003), the CCE
designed a theory of change aimed at deepening the quality of service-learning. The three goals of the
theory of change are: 1) Students develop an awareness of the systems of racial injustice and
oppression that impact our local community and their roles within these systems; 2) Faculty are
supported and prepared to lead a quality service-learning course; 3) Authentic community partner
relationships are formed and maintained in a way that highlights their assets and supports their self-
identified areas of growth. For each goal, the team designated activities for the next 3-5 years that
would help move Seattle U toward the goals. Not all activities of the theory of change are currently
evaluated by the CCE, but the framework and critical lens are foundational elements of the
assessments measuring the quality of community engagement described below.

Student curricular/co-curricular engagement: After each quarter of service-learning, community
partners submit student evaluations to provide feedback on the students to faculty members and the
CCE. The evaluations assess student professionalism, interest in the community, willingness and
preparation to fulfill tasks on site, commitment to the organizations, and other contributions. These
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evaluations provide insight into the quality of the service-learning experience from the community
partner’s perspective and help CCE monitor the overall experiences of partners working with students.
Students involved directly with CCE programs also complete program-specific evaluations aimed at
improving the quality of the programs and the depth of the student learning experiences. Additionally,
the CCE has a tool to evaluate student perceptions of their ability to meet the Center for Community
Engagement Learning Objectives through engagement in CCE programs.

Staff and faculty engagement: The CCE evaluates faculty perceptions of the quality of relationships
with community partners and the CCE. This is paired with a survey designed for community partners
described below.

Community Partnerships: In 2016, CCE developed a survey about community partners’ perceptions of
their relationships with faculty members and the CCE. This survey was administered in 2016 and will
be completed again in 2018-2019 Academic Year.

Every academic quarter, the placement coordinator regularly checks in with community partners who
support service-learning courses to obtain feedback and to provide support. During the summer, CCE
staff complete site visits with current and potential community partners to gauge the effectiveness of
the connection with the University over the previous academic year, to find ways to deepen existing
partnerships, and to establish new partnerships.

3.5
Outcomes and Impacts on students
Describe one key finding from current data and indicate how you arrived at this finding:

The Center for Community Engagement Learning Objectives for 2018-2019 state that after participation in CCE
programming, students will be:

1) Prepared to encounter the world

2) Adept in their discipline

3) Empowered to make a difference

4) Self-reflective in their pursuit of meaning and purpose and

5) Committed to justice and ethical action.

In order to assess how well the CCE supports students in meeting these objectives, we surveyed 35 CCE student leaders as
part of a two-day retreat in Fall 2018. All of these leaders had at least one year of experience engaged in CCE programs. The
student leaders rated their level of agreement on a list of 18 statements. Similar concepts were paired together to create
five composite variables corresponding to the five learning objectives. On a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 10 (strongly
agree), students agreed that they were: Adept in their Discipline (Mean = 8.76), Self-Reflective (M = 8.70), Prepared to
encounter the world (M = 8.08), Committed to justice and ethical action (M = 7.81), and Empowered to make a difference
(M = 6.88). Overall, we observed that students agreed most strongly with statements related to student personal values and
learning, such as “I am committed to justice and ethical action” or “I can apply knowledge and skills from community
engagement in my future career.” We observed that students were less likely to agree with statements related to civic
action occurring in the neighborhood, such as “I am aware of local reforms arising from community-based leaders” or “I
actively engage as an effective citizen in my communities.” The CCE staff will complete a post-survey with the same
questions at the end of the 2018-2019 school year to measure growth of the student leaders over the year.
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3.6
Outcomes and Impacts on faculty
Describe one key finding from current data and indicate how you arrived at this finding:

A key finding from evaluations of each of the quarterly faculty immersions is that faculty members both appreciate the
opportunity to deepen their understanding of local issues through direct experience and they incorporate what they learn
on the immersion into their courses. In one post-immersion survey, a faculty participant wrote:

“Both immersions drove home the fact that despite being only a mile or so away, the neighborhoods that surround our
university are full of knowledgeable people, who are eager to share. Specifically, I learned about local issues of access,
development, and equity. And, the immersion pushed me to think outside of my normal rote patterns of existing in the
world. Not only do the learning moments from these immersions inform my lectures and discussions (in the form of
immediate, tangibly local examples) but those learning moments have also informed my assignment design in the form of
service-learning projects. Getting students out of the classroom to interact with the rich cultural and historical knowledge
that exists in our immediate surroundings by doing helps “thicken” course concepts by grounding students’ learning in the
“real world,” affording deep affective learning, alongside our more traditional verbal-centric (written and spoken) modes of
learning. One of the things that stuck with me from the immersion was how affective my learning was. Smelling incense and
drinking strong, but surprisingly sweet coffee while learning about the Ethiopian coffee ritual, for instance, made the idea
real. Sure, I could have read about it in a book. But doing it helped make it stick. The immersions have convinced me to
revise my perspective in order to more fully appreciate that “being there” is integral to the learning process. It motivates
students to know that their work has real impact on other people, and, to know that knowledge is not just the stuff of dusty
textbooks written by “elites.” The itineraries for the immersions thoughtfully drove this point home by thematizing each
excursion around a social issue. The first immersion I went on introduced the group to key local figures who are working to
keep affordable housing in Seattle. The second one I participated in focused on the digital divide and people who are
working to overcome skill-gaps in the local workforce. From both, I learned about the complexities of taxes, public policy,
politics, history, and structural oppression. Not only did I learn a lot, the experience changed my mind.”

This reflection, which shares key themes to many other faculty members’ responses, reinforces for CCE the value of
providing experiential learning not just for students, but also for faculty, in order to “thicken” their own understanding of
the community-related issues they expect students to grapple with in service-learning courses.

3.7
Outcomes and Impacts on community
Describe one key finding from current data and indicate how you arrived at this finding:

Several academic departments and schools offer internships and practicum experiences that have a great impact on the
surrounding community. For example, in 2017-18, the Contextual Education program in the School of Theology and
Ministry (STM) had twenty-three students in various internships within the greater Seattle and Puget Sound area. The
impact these students made on the ground was felt in various settings such as Overlake, Swedish, Providence St. Joseph’s,
and Mount St. Vincent hospitals; churches from varying denominations; government services agencies and such as King
County Juvenile Detention Center and Pierce County Parks and Recreation; and other non-profit organizations such as the
Church Council of Greater Seattle and Catholic Community Services. Student engagement in this program accumulates to
over 6,000 human workforce hours over 60 aggregate quarters. Conservative estimates translate this to over 5,000
persons served during this year.

Since Fall 2014, the first year of the current director’s tenure, the Contextual Education program at the STM has produced
the following:

120+ Students serving in 95 organizations mostly in and around the Puget Sound region but also including national and
global organizations

Internships at over 40 houses of worship

Approximately 20 students interned in hospitals or other chaplaincy roles
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5 students interned with King County Youth Juvenile Detention Center

34 students interned at faith-based organizations in addition to the 40+ houses of worship

2 students were awarded the Albers Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center’s top award to seed a non-profit in Uganda
that brings education and services for vulnerable women and children

Approximately 27,000 hours served in these organizations

Over 15,000 meals served

Over 5,000 hours devoted to internships with organizations serving people experiencing homelessness and other
vulnerable populations (e.g., St. James Cathedral, Recovery Café, Renton Ecumenical Association of Churches (REACH),
Catholic Community Services, Compass Housing Alliance).

Though exact counts are difficult to measure, very conservative estimates project the reach of our students to over 15,000
people during the last three years in some form of direct care, contact, and service in praxis- and community-based
education. The program continues to develop external partnerships with organizations in Seattle and the greater Puget
Sound area where many STM students continue to intern.

3.8
Outcomes Impacts on institution
Describe one key finding from current data and indicate how you arrived at this finding:

The Center for Community Engagement explored the connection between student community engagement and retention
rates for first time in college (FTIC) freshmen. The data analysis included participants from the following CCE programs:

Service-learning students (unpaid)
Seattle University Youth Initiative (SUYI) K12 School Volunteers (unpaid)
Seattle University Youth Initiative (SUYI) K12 School Employees (paid)
Jumpstart Employees (paid)

From this analysis, we found the following trends:

Between 2012-2017, CCE Program Participants (paid and unpaid): Each year, FTIC freshmen students involved in CCE
programs had a higher retention rate compared to FTIC freshmen students not involved in CCE programs. This rate was
higher than the overall university FTIC freshmen retention rate each year.

CCE Program Employees: FTIC freshmen students employed in CCE programs had higher retention rates than non-CCE
involved FTIC freshmen 5 out of the last 6 years.

SUYI K12 School Student Employees: FTIC freshmen students employed as SUYI K12 school employees had a 100%
retention rate every year.

Jumpstart Students: FTIC freshmen student retention rates ranged from 76% to 100% retention.

CCE Student Volunteers: FTIC freshmen students volunteering through CCE programs had higher retention than non-CCE
involved FTIC students each year.

Service-learning Students: FTIC freshmen students enrolled in service-learning courses supported by the CCE had higher
retention rates than non-CCE involved FTIC students 5 out of the 6 years. The retention rate ranged from 83% to 100%.

SUYI K12 School Volunteers: FTIC freshmen student volunteers in the SUYI K12 programs had a higher retention rate
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compared to non-CCE involved FTIC students each year. The retention rate had ranged from 89% to 100%.

Between 2017 Fall Quarter and 2018 Fall Quarter, the university’s FTIC freshmen student retention rate was 85%. In CCE
programs during that time, we found,

89% of FTIC freshmen students involved in CCE programs retained, compared to 83% of non-CCE involved FTIC freshmen
students.

93% of CCE FTIC freshmen students employed by the CCE retained.

89% of Jumpstart FTIC freshmen student employees retained.

100% of SUYI K12 FTIC college freshmen student employees retained.

89% of FTIC freshmen who participated in a service-learning course retained.

90% of FTIC freshmen who volunteered in the SUYI K12 schools program retained.

3.9
In the past 5 years, has your campus undertaken any campus-wide assessment of community engagement aimed at

advancing institutional community engagement?

Yes

3.9.a - Describe what was the nature of the assessment, when was it done, and what did you learn
from it.
In 2016 the Seattle University Center for Community Engagement conducted a comprehensive
assessment of the major institutional goals it pursues to connect Seattle University to the wider
community. These results of this assessment significantly informed the University’s strategies to
connect the campus and the community through community engagement. In several cases, the
assessment led to new strategies designed to improve results. For example, the drop in the number of
undergraduates taking a service-learning course led to a strategy of intentionally focusing outreach,
workshops and service-learning trainings on faculty from disciplines and majors that have less
utilization of service-learning and on faculty who are new to the university to build a stronger pipeline
of faculty using service-learning in future years.

Professional Development

4.1
As evidence provided for your earlier classification, you described the ways the institution offers professional development

support for faculty in any employment status (tenured/tenure track, full time non-tenure track, and part time faculty), staff,

and/or community partners who are involved with campus-community engagement.
For re-classification, describe what has changed, if anything, with professional development for community engagement.

How have the content, program, approaches, or audience for professional development changed since the last Carnegie

classification? What have been the results?:
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The Center for Community Engagement has increased professional development opportunities for community-engaged

faculty, staff and community partners and has infused each programming with a focus on anti-racism, amplification of

community voice, and promotion of an equitable neighborhood. We continue to engage five to six faculty annually in the

year-long Academic Service-Learning Faculty Fellows Program, which is designed to deepen faculty practice of academic

service-learning by providing discussion, planning, feedback, collegial support, and dissemination of best practices in service-

learning. Fellows receive a modest stipend for their participation in a three-day summer workshop, quarterly cohort

meetings, and individual consultations. (https://www.seattleu.edu/cce/faculty-and-staff/faculty-funding-and-fellowships/)

In 2017, we introduced the Community Engaged Justice Fellows program for faculty who wish to deepen their engagement

through a series of seven seminars focused on race, power, and privilege in campus community engagement. To date, we

have engaged 30 faculty in this program.

In 2013, we began offering a series of three workshops for faculty who wish to implement service-learning in a course but

are unable to participate in the year-long cohort. These workshops provide hands-on activities to redesign a syllabus,

personal reflection reasons for engaging in social justice work, and individual consultations to assist with developing

community partnerships.

In 2017, the Center introduced a new half-day workshop for faculty, staff, and community partners on Community-Based

Participatory Research and launched a web interface for community organizations to share their research questions and

connect with Seattle University faculty to meet their research, evaluation, and service needs.

Faculty, staff, and community partners are also invited to participate in quarterly two-day local immersions, hosted by the

CCE, to explore how social justice issues manifest locally, with an emphasis on neighborhoods close to campus, and how

community leaders, nonprofits, schools, and government agencies are working to address these challenges.

(https://www.seattleu.edu/cce/faculty-and-staff/faculty-immersions-and-community-projects/) Immersions provide

faculty with introductions to key leaders and informants on social justice issues addressed in their courses, as well as

connections with colleagues from other disciplines with similar interests. Immersions provide community partners with

deeper connections to Seattle U faculty and staff and opportunities to network and collaborate with others in the nonprofit

sector.

The Center also offers a variety of services to support community-engaged teaching and research, including individual

consultations, a library of books and periodicals on community-engaged scholarship, resources for disseminating

community-engaged scholarship (conferences, peer-reviewed publications, academic organizations), direct support in

making connections with community organizations, and resources to connect community-engaged scholarship with

academic service-learning.

The Endowed Fund for Faculty and Staff Development in Mission encourages programs, projects, and research related to

the Catholic and Jesuit Identity of the University. Faculty research fellowships are also provided for faculty through the

Office of the Provost and numerous colleges to support faculty scholarship. While these funding sources are not specific to

community-engaged scholarship, they are provided as incentives to support faculty scholarship, with a specific emphasis on

research that advances the University mission. (https://www.seattleu.edu/jesuit-education/programs/endowed-mission-

fund/)

4.2

In the context of your institution’s engagement support services and goals, indicate which of the following services and
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opportunities are provided specifically for community engagement by checking the appropriate boxes.

 Employment Status  Tenured or
tenure track

Full-time non-tenure
track

Part time Professional staff

Professional development programs  Yes Yes Yes Yes

Facilitation of partnerships  Yes Yes Yes Yes

Student teaching assistants

Planning/design stipends  Yes Yes Yes

Support for student transportation Yes

Eligibility for institutional awards  Yes Yes Yes Yes

Inclusion of community engagement in
evaluation criteria

Yes

Program grants  Yes Yes Yes

Participation on campus councils or committees
related to community engagement

 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Research, conference, or travel support  Yes Yes Yes Yes

Other Yes Yes

G.2.1 If Yes to “Other”: Please describe other support or services:
The Community Service Staff Leave program deepens staff commitment to the University mission by
providing Seattle University employees with the opportunity to participate in community engagement
opportunities. (https://www.seattleu.edu/cce/faculty-and-staff/staff-resources/hr-policy-for-staff-
leave-benefit-/) The University offers staff employees a community service leave benefit, paid time off
for up to 22.5 hours of volunteer time annually, pro-rated for part-time employees. This benefit is
designed to encourage professional staff to embrace Seattle University's mission, vision, and values
through sustained partnerships in the community. There is an additional effort to encourage staff to
utilize this benefit in its inclusion in Human Resources online wellness program, LiVE Seattle U (Lead,
Inspire, Value, Enrich). (https://liveseattleu.limeade.com/brandedlogin.asp)

Faculty Roles and Rewards

5.1 Does the institution have search/recruitment policies or practices designed specifically to
encourage the hiring of faculty in any employment status (tenured/tenure track, full time non-
tenure track, and part time faculty) and staff with expertise in and commitment to community
engagement?
Yes

5.1.a Describe these specific search/recruitment policies or practices and provide quotes from
position descriptions:
Seattle University currently hires faculty and staff who can demonstrate their commitment to the
University’s mission and values. All candidates must speak to their ability to connect their work to the
mission “to empower leaders for a more just and humane world.” Highly qualified candidates should be
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able to address their contributions to SU’s values, which include a concern for justice, the competence
to promote justice, and the development of responsible leaders committed to the common good.

Experience with community engagement and service-learning is seen as a desirable quality that tips
the scales in the hiring process. Community engagement is addressed explicitly during the hiring
process for many faculty and staff. For example, the interview protocol in the Public Administration
program directs interviewers to probe for how candidates incorporate service-learning type activities
into their courses.

Several position descriptions reflect a specific requirement or preference toward candidates with a
demonstrated commitment to community engagement. For example, the School of Social Work states,
"the ideal candidate will demonstrate excellence in scholarship, teaching, community engagement, and
commitment to social and economic justice.” The English Department seeks candidates who
demonstrate an ability to “collaborate with colleagues in the development of courses focused on social
justice.”

5.2
In the period since your successful classification, what, if anything, has changed in terms of institutional policies for

promotion (and tenure at tenure-granting campuses) that specifically review, evaluate, and reward faculty scholarly work

that uses community-engaged approaches and methods? If there are separate policies for tenured/tenure track, full time

non-tenure track, and part time faculty, please describe them as well.

Our last application brought to light the extent of the gap between our University policies and our value for community

engagement. In alignment with a 400-year Jesuit tradition of service and social justice, Seattle University faculty members

foster a culture of community engagement; however, as an institution, we lack consistent practices for evaluating and

rewarding these activities at an institutional level. There is a strong cultural emphasis at Seattle University on community

engagement and a university-wide awareness that community engagement is consistent with the university’s mission.

Faculty members often find an affinity with the Center for Community Engagement and get involved with service-learning

and community-based research; this has resulted in increased awareness in chairs and deans about the need to include

community engagement in Promotion and Tenure. As a direct response to this gap, we are working to bring our policies into

alignment with University values around community engagement through policy revisions. The faculty handbook was

revised in 2015 to include community-engaged scholarship as a form of research and scholarship that may be considered in

granting promotion and tenure; however, there is still much work to do to define a community-engaged pathway to

promotion and tenure.

5.3
If current policies do not specifically review, evaluate and reward community engagement, describe the work in progress to

revise policies specifically for tenured/tenure track, full time non-tenure track, and part time faculty promotion to ensure a

full and fair review and assessment of faculty scholarly work that uses community-engaged approaches and methods.

Recently, Seattle University applied for and received a National Science Foundation ADVANCE IT grant which enables us to

articulate how community-engaged scholarship contributions, and the inclusion of those in promotion guidelines across the

university, will be adopted institutionally (https://www.seattleu.edu/advance/; https://www.seattleu.edu/advance/external-

resources/). As part of our application for this grant, we noted that “in the absence of clearly articulated standards that

reflect specific mission aims and, faculty and administrators may adopt normative standards whereby research is generally
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more valued than teaching, leadership service, and community engagement. One aim of the ADVANCE project is

institutional transformation that integrates activities that are foundational for our comprehensive, mission-driven

university (teaching, leadership service, and community engagement) with the formal standards and procedures for

promotion. Although the grant aims explicitly at increasing the number of women faculty in STEM fields advancing to the

rank of professor, our overall goal is institutional, cultural, and structural transformation that brings the promotion

standards, perceived expectations, and mentoring processes fully into line with the values-based educational mission of the

university. In the spring of 2019, we are in the process of developing revised guidelines that will be presented to the

academic assembly, provost, and deans councils in the fall. Among several types of scholarly activity that factor in

promotion cases, the Task Force will consider how community-engaged approaches and methods may be weighed and

evaluated. This initiative is a driver in the University strategic planning process, which is intended to be completed in August

2019.

One additional example of a policy that applies specifically to non-tenure track faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences is

that teaching a service-learning course is considered among contributions that may be considered for promotion of non-

tenure track faculty to the rank of Senior Instructor. (https://www.seattleu.edu/media/college-of-arts-and-

sciences/faculty---staff-resources/documents/AS-Policy-on-Promotion-of-Instructors-July-2015-rev-6-9-16.pdf)

5.4
Since your previous classification, have there been any changes in the institution-wide definition of faculty scholarly work

that uses community-engaged approaches and methods?

No

5.4.a
Describe and identify the policy or other document where this appears and provide the definition.

Changes to how Seattle University defines faculty scholarly work that uses community-engaged approaches and methods

are forthcoming as part of the work of the Advance Grant working group. Community engagement is encouraged as a form

of teaching, research and service in all colleges and schools, however, this is not reflected formally in the University's

policies and procedures. There is work in process to change this, including in the University's new strategic plan which is due

to be launched in the fall of 2019 including improved definitions for community-engaged teaching, research, and service.

Two current exceptions can be found in the Faculty Handbook which lists community-engaged scholarship as one of a range

of scholarly activities appropriate to Seattle University. (https://www.seattleu.edu/media/academic-affairs/Faculty-

Handbook-eff-070115-WEBSITE-MASTER.pdf)

The Faculty Handbook additionally lists community or civic activity, such as meaningful involvement with commissions,

boards, or public service organizations, as one of a range of service activities appropriate to Seattle University. Further, the

handbook names “noteworthy community service related to one’s academic responsibilities” as a consideration in

promotion to the ranks of Associate Professor and Professor. ((https://www.seattleu.edu/media/academic-affairs/Faculty-

Handbook-eff-070115-WEBSITE-MASTER.pdf)

5.5.1 Institutional Level

Please provide link(s) to text of current policies which describes how community-engaged approaches are conceptualized
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and evaluated in faculty promotion and tenure (at tenure granting institutions) review and reward processes or a narrative

describing how these policies and processes are implemented. Provide links to policies specifically for tenured/tenure track,

full time non-tenure track, and part time faculty.

5.5 a Community engagement is rewarded as a form of teaching
No

5.5 a Teaching
Provide link or descriptive text

At the highest levels of the University (President and Provost levels) community-engaged teaching is lauded as a high-

impact practice. Four out of five undergraduate students experience a service-learning course offering during their time at

Seattle University. Faculty are encouraged and warmly supported in this form of teaching, but are not currently formally

rewarded in the University's policies. However, work in currently underway to address this gap between practice and policy

- please see further details in 5.4 above.

5.5 b Community engagement is rewarded as a form of research
Yes

5.5 b Research
Provide link or descriptive text

The faculty handbook lists community-engaged scholarship as one of a range of scholarly activities appropriate to Seattle

University. (https://www.seattleu.edu/media/academic-affairs/Faculty-Handbook-eff-070115-WEBSITE-MASTER.pdf)

5.5 c Community engagement is rewarded as a form of service
Yes

5.5 c Service
Provide link or descriptive text

The faculty handbook lists community or civic activity, such as meaningful involvement with commissions, boards, or public

service organizations, as one of a range of service activities appropriate to Seattle University. Further, the handbook names

“noteworthy community service related to one’s academic responsibilities” as a consideration in promotion to the ranks of

Associate Professor and Professor. ((https://www.seattleu.edu/media/academic-affairs/Faculty-Handbook-

eff-070115-WEBSITE-MASTER.pdf)

5.5.2 School/Division

5.5.2 a Community engagement is rewarded as a form of teaching
Yes
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5.5.2 a
Provide link or descriptive text

Please see 5.4 above

The College of Arts and Sciences rewards faculty for all three community-engaged categories (teaching, research and

service). One example of a policy that applies specifically to non-tenure track faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences is

that teaching a service-learning course is considered among contributions that may be considered for promotion of non-

tenure track faculty to the rank of Senior Instructor. (https://www.seattleu.edu/media/college-of-arts-and-

sciences/faculty---staff-resources/documents/AS-Policy-on-Promotion-of-Instructors-July-2015-rev-6-9-16.pdf) See

section 5.9 for examples and details.

The College of Education rewards faculty for community-engaged research and service, please see 5.9 for an example.

5.5.2 b Community engagement is rewarded as a form of research
Yes

5.5.2 b
Provide link or descriptive text

Please see 5.4 above

The College of Arts and Sciences rewards faculty for all three categories (teaching, research and scholarship), please see

section 5.9 for examples and details.

The College of Education rewards faculty for community-engaged research and service, please see 5.9 for an example.

5.5.2 c Community engagement is rewarded as a form of service
Yes

5.5.2 c
Provide link or descriptive text

Please see 5.4 above

The College of Arts and Sciences rewards faculty for all three categories (teaching, research and scholarship), please see

section 5.9 for examples and details.

The College of Education rewards faculty for community-engaged research and service, please see 5.9 for an example.

5.5.3 Department

5.5.3 a Teaching
Community engagement is rewarded as a form of teaching
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Yes

5.5.3 a
Provide link or descriptive text

The Psychology Department in the College of Arts and Sciences rewards faculty in all three community-engagement

categories (teaching, research, and service) - see their guidelines here: https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vQ

_koHZB7po5KeH4-C7HD1kbTo3yFAPWkSMiINUX4QSSi_rP5YAcZ6YCxApPkp1FIeRV4ABi2gvBhmD/pub

The Center for Community Engagement is currently in the process for developing faculty rewards systems in the Biology

Department in the College of Science and Engineering and the Art and Art History Department in the College of Arts and

Sciences.

5.5.3 b Community engagement is rewarded as a form of research
Yes

5.5.3 b
Provide link or descriptive text

Please see 5.4 above. The Psychology Department in the College of Arts and Sciences rewards faculty in all three

community-engagement categories (teaching, research, and service) - see their guidelines here: https://docs.google.com/do

cument/d/e/2PACX-1vQ_koHZB7po5KeH4-C7HD1kbTo3yFAPWkSMiINUX4QSSi_rP5YAcZ6YCxApPkp1FIeRV4ABi2gv

BhmD/pub

The Center for Community Engagement is currently in the process for developing faculty rewards systems in the Biology

Department in the College of Science and Engineering and the Art and Art History Department in the College of Arts and

Sciences.

5.5.3 c Community engagement is rewarded as a form of service
Yes

5.5.3 c
Provide link or descriptive text

Please see 5.4 above. The Psychology Department in the College of Arts and Sciences rewards faculty in all three

community-engagement categories (teaching, research, and service) - see their guidelines here: https://docs.google.com/do

cument/d/e/2PACX-1vQ_koHZB7po5KeH4-C7HD1kbTo3yFAPWkSMiINUX4QSSi_rP5YAcZ6YCxApPkp1FIeRV4ABi2gv

BhmD/pub

The Center for Community Engagement is currently in the process for developing faculty rewards systems in the Biology

Department in the College of Science and Engineering and the Art and Art History Department in the College of Arts and

Sciences.

5.5
Provide narrative describing the implementation of these policies and processes:
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In 2014, the Dean of Arts and Sciences asked each department to develop its own guidelines for tenure and promotion. As

the leading department in community-engagement at Seattle University, the Psychology Department drafted community-

engaged scholarship in their policies and finalized their process in the Spring of 2018. See their guidelines here: https://docs

.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vQ_koHZB7po5KeH4-C7HD1kbTo3yFAPWkSMiINUX4QSSi_rP5YAcZ6YCxApPkp1

FIeRV4ABi2gvBhmD/pub

5.6
If there are college/school and/or department level policies for promotion (and tenure at tenure-granting campuses) that
specifically reward faculty scholarly work that uses community-engaged approaches and methods, describe the policies,
and indicate whether they are for tenured/tenure track, full time non-tenure track, and part time faculty in reappointment
or promotion considerations.

New policies for promotion and tenure that reward faculty scholarly work that uses community-engaged approaches and
methods are underway as part of the work of the Advance grant team. These policies will be developed initially in the
College of Science and Engineering; as an institution, we hope to move toward adopting similar policies in each College and
School.

5.7
List the colleges/schools and/or departments.

The College of Arts and Sciences, The College of Education.

5.8
What percent of total colleges/schools and/or departments at the institution is represented by the list above?

25%

5.9
Please cite three examples of college/school and/or department-level policies, taken directly from policy documents, that

specifically reward faculty scholarly work using community-engaged approaches and methods; if there are policies

specifically for tenured/tenure track, full time non-tenure track, and part time faculty, please cite one example.

In its rank and tenure guidelines, the Department of Psychology names research that is relevant to the community as a

highly valued activity. Community-engaged scholarship is evaluated by experienced peers within the faculty members’

discipline and by qualified community partners.

The College of Arts and Sciences’ Annual Performance Review of tenured/tenure track faculty designates provides

guidelines for evaluating community engaged contributions; for example, faculty receive "Above Expectation" ratings for

developing courses that are developed to specifically address social justice and the Pacific Northwest community, or for

scholarly or creative work that significantly contributes to the mission of the university or College (e.g., interdisciplinary

studies, studies focused on social justice), or generous and effective contribution of time and expertise to the community.

Further, faculty may be rated as Substantially Above Expectations for service activities that contribute significantly to the

mission of the university (e.g., through involvement in issues of social justice). (https://www.seattleu.edu/artsci/faculty-and-

staff-resources/professional-review-promotion-and-tenure/)

The College of Education’s Differentiated Workload & Annual Performance Review (tenured/tenure track) asserts in its

preamble its value for the scholarship of engagement (Boyer 1996), and explicitly names community engaged practices,

such as community-based or community engaged inquiry, policy analysis, and program evaluation, research collaborations
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within schools, districts or community organizations , participation in education reform, community renewal, and

improvement of learning and teaching at all levels – from preschool through adult learning or serving on community

organizational boards as valued methods.

5.10
Please describe any professional development offerings that your institution provides for faculty and administration to

facilitate consistency in approaches to the documentation, review, and evaluation of community-engaged scholarly work as

an aspect of promotion and tenure (at tenure granting institutions) processes.

Seattle University’s Center for Faculty Development offers a Mentorship Program targeted to deans, chairs, and evaluation

committees with intent of helping them to be more fluent and literate in recognize multiple activities, including community

engagement. The next phase of the Advance Grant will include recommendations for mentoring and training for faculty and

administration on how to evaluate community-engaged scholarly work, as well as other community-engaged activities such

as teaching a service-learning course. (https://www.seattleu.edu/faculty-development/)

Categories of Community Engagement

A. Curricular Engagement

Curricular Engagement describes the teaching, learning, and scholarship that engages faculty, students, and community in

mutually beneficial and respectful collaboration. Their interactions address community identified needs, deepen students’

civic and academic learning, enhance community well-being, and enrich the scholarship of the institution.

The questions in this section use the term “community-engaged courses” to denote academically based community-

engaged courses. Your campus may use another term such as service-learning, academic service learning, community-based

learning, public service courses, etc.

A.1 Teaching and Learning

As evidence provided for your earlier classification, you described an institution-wide definition community engaged

courses used on campus.

A.1.1
For re-classification, describe what has changed, if anything, with the definition of community engaged courses and explain

the purpose of the revisions.

Seattle University continues to define academic service-learning as: “A credit-bearing educational experience in which

students participate in an organized activity that meets community needs and reflect on the service activity in such a way as

to gain further understanding of the course content while enhancing their personal development and leadership skills

needed to work for social justice in our diverse world. i ” While we find this definition useful insofar as it encapsulates our
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criteria for service-learning courses, in the last several years, the Center for Community Engagement has begun to

encourage a more explicitly critical approach to community-engaged teaching and scholarship. Drawing on Mitchell’s 2008

characterization of critical service-learning (CSL) as engagement that seeks to “deconstruct systems of power so the need

for service and the inequalities that create and sustain them are dismantled ii,” the CCE now uses the language of critical

service-learning on our website and print materials. We have three aims in using new language: first, to better recognize the

critical community engagement many faculty have already been doing; second, to reframe service-learning for practitioners

who currently draw on a traditional model and are eager infuse their courses with a stronger emphasis on social justice; and

third, to set a starting place for faculty who are new to community engagement and service-learning that presupposes a

commitment to the principles of CSL. Under the definition of ”service-learning,” the CCE offers support for five models for

service-learning courses: placement-based, project-based, community engaged courses (with no service component),

advocacy focused, and a hybrid model (see website link). Offering the different models helps faculty and departments to

have a more explicit understanding of their type of engagement.

i. Adapted from Bringle and Hatcher’s definition of service-learning. Bringle, Robert G. and Julie A. Hatcher. “Reflection in

Service-Learning: Making Meaning of Experience.” Educational Horizons. Summer 1999. 179-185.
ii. Mitchell, T. D. (2008). Traditional vs. critical service-learning: Engaging the literature to differentiate two models.

Michigan Journal of Community Service Learning, 14(2), 50-65.

A.1.2
If there is a process for identifying or approving a community engaged course as part of a campus curriculum, explain the

process; if there have been changes in that process since the last application, please explain the changes.

The Center for Community Engagement conducts an annual “course count” in which individual faculty, as well as the deans

of each of our 8 Colleges and Schools, report on which courses during the previous academic year were community-

engaged courses. Courses must meet the definition of academic service-learning provided in 1.1. above and fall under one

of the models described above for service-learning at Seattle University. The annual course count enables the CCE to have

a regular touch point with faculty, department chairs, and deans, to review our definition of service-learning, answer

questions, and together make decisions related to courses and curricular approaches to community engagement. We have

found this approach useful in strengthening relationships with departments and colleges, as well as in creating a supportive

environment that invites faculty to further develop their skills in teaching community engaged courses. We recognize that

while we have one standard definition for service-learning, individual colleges, schools, and departments appreciate

flexibility in crafting service-learning experiences that align with their discipline.

A.1.3

Fill in the tables below using:

data from the most recent academic year (2017-18)
data based on undergraduate FTE
Percentage = when asked use decimal input, e.g., don't use .9 or .2, use instead 90% or 20%
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Number of community
engaged courses

Change in number of
courses since last

application

Percentage of total courses Percent change in courses
since last application

414 170 12.7 +8.1%

Number of departments
represented by community-

engaged courses

Change in number of
departments since last

application

Percentage of total
departments

Percent change in
departments since last

application.

29 33 49 -7%

Number of faculty who
taught community engaged

courses

Change in number of faculty
since the last application

Percentage of total faculty Percent change in number
of faculty since last

application

182 81 25 +9%

Number of tenured and
tenure-track faculty who

taught community engaged
courses

Change in number of
tenured and tenure-track

faculty since the last
application

Percentage of total faculty Percent change in number
of tenured and tenure-track
faculty since last application

59 see note below 8% see note below

Number of full-time, non
tenure-track faculty who

taught community engaged
courses

Change in number of full-
time, non tenure-track

faculty since the last
application

Percentage of total faculty Percent change in number
of full-time, non tenure-
track faculty since last

application

42 see note below 6% see note below

Number of part-time faculty
who taught community

engaged courses

Change in number of part-
time faculty since the last

application

Percentage of total faculty Percent change in number
of part-time faculty since

last application

79 see note below 11% see note below

Number of students
participating in community

engaged courses

Change in number of
students since last

application

Percentage of total students Percent change since last
application.

4,342 414 52 +1%

1.4
Provide a description of how the data above is gathered and used (how it is compiled, who gathers it, how often, how it is

used, etc.). Provide relevant links.

As described in question 1.2, the CCE conducts an annual service-learning course count to gather this data. Drawing upon

SU’s definition of service-learning (see 1.1. above), faculty self-report which of their course sections had a service-learning

component. The total number of courses reported above reflects individual course sections (e.g., each of the six sections of

UCOR 1100 offered in 2017-2018 have been included). The CCE uses this data to track involvement at the individual

faculty level, as well as tracking overall involvement for departments, colleges, and schools, in order to inform our strategy

for engaging or re-engaging faculty going forward. For example, we observed a decline in service-learning courses offered in

the University Core and in the College of Science and Engineering. In response, we have increased our efforts over the last
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two years to engage faculty in these areas in our Academic Service-Learning Faculty Fellows Program, our series of

workshops on service-learning, community immersions, and walkabouts. In 2017-2018, we formed a working group with

key faculty and department chairs in the College of Science and Engineering in order to implement new community engaged

courses and activities.

Please note that after our last classification, we recognized that we were not tracking type of community-engaged faculty.

We have adjusted our tracking to categorize faculty as tenure/tenure track, non-tenure track full-time, or non-tenure track

part-time; however, we’re unable to provide data on the change in the number of faculty by category.

1.5
As evidence requested for your earlier classification, you were asked whether you have institutional (campus-wide)

learning outcomes for students’ curricular engagement with community.

For re-classification, describe what has changed, if anything, regarding assessment of institutional learning outcomes

associated with curricular engagement. What are the outcomes, how are these outcomes assessed, and what are the results

of the assessment? Provide relevant links.

Since our earlier classification, SU has revised institutional learning outcomes at the undergraduate level to include aims for

students to become self-reflective in their pursuit of meaning and purpose, be committed to justice and ethical action, and

to strive for social and environmental justice. (https://www.seattleu.edu/media/assessment-of-student-

learning/ULO_final_BOT1d78.pdf)

Each year all academic programs submit a summary report of their assessment efforts for use by their college/school

leadership, the University Assessment Committee, and the University Planning Office. Institutional learning outcomes are

guiding principles which inform the learning outcomes for undergraduate majors and minors; for example, a new learning

outcome in the BA in Digital Design was "You will devise a design solution for a real-life local community organization."

Associate Professor of Digital Design Naomi Kasumi assesses her students annually on this outcome in order to ensure that

the design materials students create are high quality and reflect an accurate understanding of community partner needs

and applicable social justice issues. In addition, revised graduate learning outcomes include assessing personal and

professional levels of commitment to service for a just and sustainable world as informed by a global perspective.

(https://www.seattleu.edu/assessment/learning-outcomes/graduate-students/) For example, the new Master‘s in Social

Work program includes four learning outcomes directly related to community engagement:

• Engage with individuals, families, groups, organizations and communities.
• Assess individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities.
• Intervene with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities.
• Evaluate practice with individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities.

The Masters of Social Work Assessment of Student Learning submitted in June 2018 indicates that 80% of students

received a 3 or higher on a 1-4 scale for each observable behavior in field evaluation and a score of 80% or higher on an

embedded assignment related to each of these four outcomes. (see 17-18 MSW benchmarks, https://www.seattleu.edu/me

dia/college-of-arts-and-sciences/graduate-degrees/master-of-social-work/documents/17-18-Benchmarks.pdf)

2. Curriculum

For each curricular activity listed below, indicate whether or not community engagement is integrated into it, and then
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describe what has changed since the last classification. Provide relevant links if available.

Curricular Activity: 2.1 Student Research

Is Community
Engagement
integrated into this
area?

Yes

What has changed
since the last
classification?

Student Research: Seattle University faculty from a broad range of disciplines, such as Social
Work, Criminal Justice, Economics, Law, Education, and Public Affairs, continue to incorporate
community engaged research projects into their courses to assist nonprofit and government
agencies with data gathering and analysis while providing discipline-specific skill building in
research methods. Since the last classification, SU has placed stronger emphasis on sustained
community engaged research that focuses on a specific issue over time.
For example, the School of Law’s Homeless Rights Advocacy Project (HRAP) engages Law
students in effective legal and policy research, analysis, and advocacy work to advance the rights
of homeless adults, youth, and children though policy research, analysis, and advocacy. Led by
Professor Sara Rankin, students apply critical lawyering skills to develop policy briefs for key
community partner organizations advocating for the homeless community in Seattle. Since 2015,
students have produced 16 reports that inform and influence City of Seattle officials, as well as
Washington state legislators.
In 2015, the Criminal Justice department developed a partnership with the City of Seattle to
collect data on resident priorities regarding public safety, neighborhoods and communities.
Graduate student assistants work closely with faculty advisors, Dr. Jacquelyn Helfgott and Dr.
Will Parkin, to analyze annual surveys on perceptions of crime and public safety, police-
community interactions, and knowledge and understanding of the Micro-community Policing
Plans. Analysis of this data over time has provided residents and business owners, city officials,
and the Seattle Police Department with information to better understand the unique needs of
different neighborhoods in order to improve public safety.
At the undergraduate level, students also have opportunities to conduct community engaged
research. Dr. Stacey Jones, Albers School of Business and Economics, has engaged students
annually for the last eleven years in a service-learning project to analyze and compare food
prices at grocery stores and farmers’ markets across Seattle. Motivated by the effort to improve
health outcomes through access to fresh, organic produce, this project enables partner
organizations to provide information to local shelters and food banks to help make a case for
sourcing locally produced food. In 2017-2018, undergraduate students in Social Work, under the
direction of Dr. Amelia Derr and Dr. Aakanksha Sinha, completed program evaluations for the
Center for Ethical Leadership and Capitol Hill Housing, both partner organizations within the
Seattle University Youth Initiative zone. Both of these professors continue to engage students in
program evaluation research to benefit organizations that address the impacts of gentrification,
displacement, and educational inequities on minoritized communities. These projects reflect a
general trend at Seattle U towards project-based community engagement that help
organizations build capacity.

Web Link (if available) 1) https://law.seattleu.edu/centers-and-institutes/korematsu-center/initiatives/homeless-rights-
advocacy-project
2) https://www.seattle.gov/police/community-policing/partnership-with-seattle-university

Curricular Activity: 3.1 Student Leadership Courses
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Is Community
Engagement
integrated into this
area?

Yes

What has changed
since the last
classification?

Student Leadership Courses:

Community engagement is incorporated into leadership courses across dozens of SU's majors,
minors, and graduate programs. A notable change since our last classification is the revision of
the Matteo Ricci Institute (MRI) curriculum to intentionally prepare students to enter into
community by creating awareness, contextualizing learning, and taking action, leading to
authentic contemplation of their call to social justice leadership through a cohort model that
enhances the opportunity for cooperative learning. MRI students complete two internships: one
local internship in the junior year and one international internship in the senior year. These
internships give students the opportunity to apply their classroom learning to real-world
situations and to bring examples back into the classroom for richer discussion and reflection.
Upon graduation, students have been in real-life work situations that are tied to classroom
learning and discussion which incorporate problem-solving and critical thinking. The community-
engaged aspects of the courses are grounded in a critical service-learning frame, which invites
students “to see themselves as agents of social change, and use the experience of service to
address and respond to injustice in communities” (Mitchell, 2008, p. 51).

At the graduate level, several leadership focused programs, including Nonprofit Leadership, Arts
Leadership, Student Development Administration, and the Doctoral program in Educational
Leadership, offer service-learning and community engaged practica. For example, the Executive
Leadership Program (ELP), aims to produce graduates who “lead with conscience.” Coursework
includes “Leadership for a Just and Humane World,” a course which involves a project requiring
participant-teams to address a social justice need in the community. Groups choose their domain
of service, develop a sustainable model for their project, and implement their projects within the
community using executive-level skills. The project is a learning laboratory, supporting regular
review of participants’ experiences in leadership and teamwork against a clear set of criteria.
Participants learn new methods for making decisions, working in teams, and affecting and leading
change, among other topics.

Web Link (if available) https://www.seattleu.edu/business/executive/leadership-certificate/?redirect=true

Curricular Activity: 4.1 Internships/Co-ops
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Is Community
Engagement
integrated into this
area?

Yes

What has changed
since the last
classification?

Internships:
Across Seattle University, all eight colleges and schools emphasize community engagement in
internships and practicum experiences. Amongst several internship program, the Project on
Family Homelessness stands out for its engagement of student interns to provide
communications and storytelling support for local organizations working to address
homelessness. Over the past decade the cost of housing in Seattle has risen sharply, and this has
contributed to the increase in homelessness that every major West Coast city is experiencing. In
2018 more than 12,000 people were identified as homeless in King County, the third largest
homeless population in the country. Tackling this problem requires public will, and since early
2010, the Project on Family Homelessness (previously the Journalism Fellowships on Family
Homelessness) has used journalism, art and storytelling to engage the community in ending
family homelessness. The project, funded by the Gates Foundation, regularly convenes several
dozen nonprofit partners to identify and build collaborative efforts, and serves these partners on
a pro-bono basis with communications planning and content creation. Students on the Project on
Family Homelessness team plan major storytelling events with StoryCorps and The Moth; design
King County’s annual official infographic on the homelessness count, and campus events that
have let to over 500 students, faculty and staff to advocate for housing with the state legislature
at Housing and Homelessness Advocacy Day. Twenty SU students have served on the team since
2012, several of them graduating into positions as communicators and advocates with housing
organizations and related fields. Partners have praised the project for helping contribute to
policy change at the state level.

Web Link (if available) https://projectonfamilyhomelessness.org

Curricular Activity: 5.1 Study Abroad

Is Community
Engagement
integrated into this
area?

Yes

What has changed
since the last
classification?

Study Abroad: Community engagement is integrated into SU’s Study Abroad programs in a range
of disciplines. A notable example is the International Development Internship Program (IDIP).
Housed in the College of Arts & Sciences, this is a 20 credit, three-phase academic program
designed for undergraduate students. Students are challenged to explore the root causes and
consequences of situations that undermine the well-being of individuals in the developing world,
while cultivating leadership skills as change agent in a local non-governmental organization
(NGO). Internships are available in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. The internship is designed to
provide students with an immersion experience of working in international development.
Students are expected to apply the knowledge and skills acquired in their prior courses to this
internship.

Web Link (if available) https://www.seattleu.edu/abroad/

Curricular Activity: 6.1 Alternative Break tied to a course
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Is Community
Engagement
integrated into this
area?

Yes

What has changed
since the last
classification?

Alternative Break tied to a course: Seattle U has consistently offered several courses that engage
students in service during a break. For example, in the College of Arts and Sciences, the
course“(De)constructing International Development in Tijuana, Mexico/Perspectives on Poverty
& Migration/US-Mexico Border: Contemporary Perspectives” has a summer component in
Mexico. The course partners with Fundación Esperanza de Mexico (FEM), an NGO in Mexico that
focuses on community development, micro finance, and affordable housing. Students work
closely with a community of families who are together building their own homes.
The College of Nursing also offers annual summer break experiences in Nicaragua, Bolivia, and
Belize. For example, “Health & Human Services in Belize,” a course offered through the College of
Nursing, explores the history, culture, and healthcare infrastructure of Belize through the
context of thinking critically about global issues in health and social welfare. Students work with
a variety of populations including the elderly, children, and women. They learn about Belize from
local health professionals at a variety of organizations, from ministry-level departments to small
local organizations. Each year 5-10 students meet for class for one quarter prior to this two-
week experience. Another student, who participated in the Bolivia program, reflected, "The
nursing immersion in Bolivia was a fantastic, once-in-a-lifetime experience that I wouldn't trade
for the world! I found myself in a constant state of amazement and overwhelm--I learned just as
much about myself as I did about the people and culture of Bolivia."

Web Link (if available) https://www.seattleu.edu/abroad/students/explore/search-programs---short-term/

Curricular Activity: 7.1 Other. (Please specify in the &quot;What has changed...&quot; text box to
the right.)

Is Community
Engagement
integrated into this
area?

No

What has changed
since the last
classification?

Web Link (if available)

2.1.

For each curriculum area listed below, indicate whether or not community engagement been integrated into the curriculum

at the institutional level, and then describe what has changed since the last classification. Provide relevant links if available.

Curriculum: 2.1 Core Course
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Is Community
Engagement
integrated into this
area?

Yes

What has changed
since the last
classification?

Core Course Since our last classification, SU has revamped the University Core Curriculum and
has woven community engagement into the first three of four Core modules. Core classes
typically account for fifteen percent of service-learning courses. Module I, “Engaging Academic
Inquiry”, is divided into six areas to get first-year students interested in the questions that drive
academic inquiry and to experience how scholars go about trying to find answers to those
questions. Four of these areas, Academic Writing Seminar, Mathematics and Quantitative
Reasoning, Inquiry Seminar in the Social Sciences, and Inquiry Seminar in the Natural Sciences,
offer course sections that include service-learning experiences. For example, students in Dr. Jen
Schulz's “Questions of Justice/Justice in Question: Debating the Inequities of Public Education",
serve as academic tutors and mentors in Seattle University Youth Initiative (SUYI) schools in
order to gain experiential grounding in current scholarly and political debates about public
education in the US. In another Module I course, Dr. Julie Harms Cannon’s “Paradise Lost: A
Framework for Social Problems", students gain direct service experience with SUYI schools and
other partner organizations while considering the socially constructed nature of problems such
as poverty, racism, classism, democracy, and privilege. In Module II, “Theological Explorations”,
students in the course “Ignatian Spirituality” engage in service-learning experiences in multiple
faith-based organizations to better understand the role of religion in service to the community.
Students in the course “Ethics of Hope and Moral Power” are challenged to think critically about
systems that perpetuate inequality. Module III, “Engaging the World”, deepens students'
commitment to social justice through project-based service-learning in natural sciences, social
sciences, and humanities. For example, students in “UCOR 3820 Getting to the Root of
Sustainability: the Science Behind Sustainable Agriculture” examine the science behind
sustainable agriculture from two perspectives: the more cerebral understanding facilitated by
traditional classroom meetings and the more visceral understanding afforded by service-
learning at the Solid Ground Community Farm, a local non-profit organic farm that grows food
for local food banks.

Web Link (if available) Core Website: https://www.seattleu.edu/core/

https://www.seattleu.edu/media/university-core/files/Course-Description-Master-
List(4)-(1).pdf

Academic Writing Seminar: https://www.seattleu.edu/core/the-curriculum/module-i-engaging-
academic-inquiry/academic-writing-seminar/

Mathematics: https://www.seattleu.edu/core/the-curriculum/module-i-engaging-academic-
inquiry/quantitative-reasoning/

Inquiry Seminar: https://www.seattleu.edu/core/the-curriculum/module-i-engaging-academic-
inquiry/inquiry-seminar-in-the-social-sciences/

Question of Justice Course: https://www.seattleu.edu/core/the-curriculum/module-i-engaging-
academic-inquiry/academic-writing-seminar/

Curriculum: 3.1 General Education
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Is Community
Engagement
integrated into this
area?

Yes

What has changed
since the last
classification?

See Core Courses above.

Web Link (if available) https://www.seattleu.edu/core/

Curriculum: 4.1 First Year Experience Courses

Is Community
Engagement
integrated into this
area?

Yes

What has changed
since the last
classification?

First Year Experience Courses: Module I of the University Core comprise Seattle U’s First Year
Experience Courses. Service-learning and community engagement are included in four of the six
strands in this Module, including the Academic Writing Seminar, Mathematics and Quantitative
Reasoning, and the Inquiry Seminars in Natural and Social Sciences. Since our last classification,
faculty have recognized that fall quarter first year students frequently need additional
preparation for service-learning experiences, in order to be as effective as possible in the
placements and to gain valuable insights. To this end, Center for Community Engagement
developed a more extensive two-part preparation series for students. Learn to Serve I is an
online module that students complete during the first week of class that introduces students to
service-learning as a form of experiential learning. It covers topics such as professional
behavior, transportation and safety, and a brief history of the neighborhoods that are home to
our service-learning partner organizations. Learn to Serve II is a one-hour workshop offered in
the classroom intended to help students develop a critical lens towards campus community
engagement. This highly interactive workshop enables students to consider their personal social
locations in the context of their participation in service-learning experiences and introduces key
concepts that challenge a charity approach to community engagement.

Web Link (if available) https://law.seattleu.edu/academics/curriculum/requirements/first-year-course-offerings

Curriculum: 5.1 Capstone (Senior Level Project)
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Is Community
Engagement
integrated into this
area?

Yes

What has changed
since the last
classification?

Capstone (Senior Level Project): Capstone courses are offered in every undergraduate major.
Capstones are designed for students to synthesize and make connections between the various
areas of the undergraduate experience, refine thinking and skills in the major, and reflect on
purpose and growth. Although community engagement is not a requirement, several
departments draw on the CCE’s database of projects for students to apply skills to a project or
problem identified by a community partner. Departments that offer a community engaged
capstone include Anthropology, Biology, Computer Science and Software Engineering,
Environmental Science, Spanish and Public Affairs. Rather than formally integrating community
engagement into capstone courses, our approach is to continually solicit projects from partner
organizations and do targeted outreach to faculty members in appropriate disciplines. Faculty
members also encourage senior students to reach out directly to the CCE for assistance in being
matched with an organization. Recent projects include assisting the Black Farmers Collective in
a feasibility study for an urban farm in a public housing development (Anthropology) and
assisting El Centro de la Raza with a community needs assessment (Public Affairs). The CCE’s
faculty/project database, new since 2016, enables the CCE to keep track of the many projects
submitted by partners in order to share them with faculty.

Web Link (if available) Project Center: https://www.seattleu.edu/scieng/project-center/

Curriculum: 6.1 In the Majors
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Is Community
Engagement
integrated into this
area?

Yes

What has changed
since the last
classification?

In the Majors:

The number of undergraduate departments that include service-learning in required courses
has increased from five to ten since our last classification, even though Seattle University has
not formally integrated community engagement into the majors. Cultural Anthropology,
Psychology, Nursing, Interdisciplinary Liberal Arts, and Social Work continue to be mainstays in
their use of community engagement at every level, from introductory courses such as “PSYC
3220 Human Growth and Development” and “SOCW 1510 Introduction to Social Work” to
advanced courses, such as “ANTH 3160 Community Based Research”, and Practicum courses in
Social Work and Nursing.
More recent additions to the list of majors that have community engaged required courses are
Digital Design, Digital Technology and Cultures, Photography, Humanities for Leadership and
Teaching, Film Studies, and Spanish. For example, the Spanish department includes service-
learning in the required course “Spanish IV” as well as in two of its six options for the Senior
Capstone. Spanish IV students complete 18 hours of service over 9 weeks with organizations
that support the Seattle Latinx community, honing Spanish conversational skills while engaging
in tasks that support the day to day operations of partner organizations. Digital Technology and
Cultures has been partnering for three years with a volunteer-led organization, Ladybug House,
to develop, build, and update its online presence. Digital Design students create customized
marketing materials for organizations that reflect thoughtful attention to both the technical and
socially just aspects of their projects.
In addition to these majors, 15 departments offer options for community engagement in major
required courses. For example, all students majoring in Criminal Justice take a two-quarter
sequence of research and statistics courses, and many participate in a community engagement
project to collect, analyze, and present data for a community partner organization. In
2019-2020, two departments, Communications and Kinesiology have plans underway to
incorporate community-engagement into required major courses.

Web Link (if available) https://www.seattleu.edu/undergraduate-admissions/academics/programs/

Curriculum: 7.1 In Minors
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Is Community
Engagement
integrated into this
area?

Yes

What has changed
since the last
classification?

In the Minors

15 minors include options for community engagement in required courses, including:
• Asian Studies
• Biology
• Catholic Studies
• Communication and Media
• Criminal Justice
• Cultural Anthropology
• Economics
• Environmental Studies
• Film Studies
• Latin American Studies
• Mathematics
• Nonprofit and Public Administration
• Social Welfare
• Spanish
• Theology and Religious Studies
• Women & Gender Studies

Web Link (if available) https://www.seattleu.edu/undergraduate-admissions/academics/programs/

Curriculum: 8.1 Graduate Studies
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Is Community
Engagement
integrated into this
area?

Yes

What has changed
since the last
classification?

Graduate Studies

Nearly all of Seattle University’s graduate degrees include a service-learning course, which may
be an elective or a required course, depending on the program. Since our last classification,
Seattle University's Doctorate in Educational Leadership (EdD), has implemented a required
community-based research dissertation project. Under faculty supervision, doctoral students
engage in action-based research with a community partner to conduct thematic dissertations
that require real-world application of leadership skills while being client-oriented. Also new
since our last classification, the Doctorate in Nursing Practice integrates community
engagement projects into practicum experiences and community-based research into the
dissertation. For example, over the 2017-2018 academic year doctoral students in the Public
Health track assisted Tacoma Fire Department’s Community, Assistance, Referral, and
Education Service (CARES) program in developing a framework and intervention to reduce non-
emergent 9-1-1 usage among an elderly population.
In the College of Science and Engineering, graduate courses frequently partner with nonprofit
organizations to offer technological assistance. For example, Michael Koenig’s course,
“Fundamentals of Software Engineering” partnered with Middle College High School to create
an attendance tracking software system in 2018. Students documented requirements,
interviewed stakeholders, created user experience (UX) mockups and a rough prototype, and
presented their final proposal back to the stakeholders. Professor Koenig also worked with
undergraduate students in the Digital Design program to apply graphic design skills to the front
end of the software. Graduates and undergraduates worked together to design a system that is
fun and engaging for high school students to use. Koenig’s class continued over the summer
quarter as volunteers to build out the cloud-based software, which is being used successfully by
teachers at Middle College High School.
A new structural change in supporting community engagement in graduate programs grew in
response to graduate students’ interest in interdisciplinary engaged projects. As a result, in
2018 the Center for Community Engagement began convening faculty and staff who direct
graduate programs or coordinate graduate practicums and internships on a quarterly basis. This
group developed a document together to share with community partners that describes the
goals and requirements of each of their programs, along with instructions for getting matched
with students. Our aim through this initiative is to cultivate the development of graduate
student teams to collaborate with partner organizations on complex issues that would benefit
from an interdisciplinary approach.

Web Link (if available) https://www.seattleu.edu/graduate-admissions/programs/

Curriculum: 9.1 Other. (Please specify in the &quot;What has changed...&quot; text box to the
right.)
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Is Community
Engagement
integrated into this
area?

Yes

What has changed
since the last
classification?

As the university’s commitment to a place-based community engagement strategy grows, we
are seeing more opportunities for faculty to collaborate and embed community engagement
into their course curricula. For example, in the 2017-2018 academic year, two instructors co-
designed their courses so that students could work on projects related to their specific
coursework while also learning about the context of the neighborhood together. One course,
Dr. Jen Schulz’s Interdisciplinary course entitled “Leadership for Community Engagement,” uses
service-learning to provide a deep learning experience embedded in the SUYI neighborhood
adjacent to campus. This course challenges students to engage deeply with critiques of charity
and “white saviorism” in order to begin developing a more ethical approach to community
engagement. The other course, Dr. Claire Garoutte’s, “Documentary Photography for Social
Change,” takes a project-based approach in which students produce a portfolio of images for
partner organizations. This partnership came out of joint participation in a faculty immersion
sponsored by the CCE to explore creative placemaking in the local neighborhood. Both
professors had already been deeply engaged in the neighborhood, one through the lens of urban
development and literature, the other through documentary photography and a 7-year
partnership to provide intensive summer youth programming. Both had developed partnerships
with a handful of organizations clustered in the Seattle University Youth Initiative zone. By
collaborating on their courses, they enabled students to look at community engagement from
the perspective of two different disciplines.

Web Link (if available) http://ytyouthmedia.com/

2.2.
Provide a summary narrative describing overall changes and trends that have taken place related to curricular engagement

on campus since the last classification. In your narrative, address the trajectory of curricular engagement on your campus –

where have you been, where are you now, where are you strategically planning on going? Provide relevant links.

At the time of our last classification, we experienced significant growth in the number of course sections with a service-

learning component. The high number of faculty members using service-learning indicated strong support for connecting

with the community, furthering social justice, and providing deep learning experiences for students. However, the

University had little formal mechanisms in place for evaluating the quality of these courses. Since that time, the CCE has

increased our focus on quality by expanding our faculty development programs, promoting critical service-learning,

emphasizing the importance of sustained partnerships, and providing opportunities for faculty to engage directly with

community members to deepen their knowledge of local contexts. Our next step is to revise systems for designating service-

learning courses and evaluating the quality of curricular engagement.

With the increased focus on quality, we anticipated and experienced a slight drop in the quantity of faculty members

offering community engagement and service-learning courses. In response, we have intentionally increased our outreach to

faculty and offerings for opportunities to learn how to incorporate community engagement into courses. Our strategic aim

is to increase the quantity to the extent that community organizations have expressed interest in partnership opportunities,

while simultaneously working to improve the quality of partnerships and students’ readiness to engage. For example, the

CCE is helping develop first-year experience courses to develop students’ understanding of social justice issues, local

history, and context, critical issues in campus community engagement and their own role in social justice work. Our hope is
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to develop more opportunities for students to have a community-engaged, non-service course before they start a service-

learning experience.

As part of our strategy to grow with quality, the CCE now hosts monthly meetings with a small group on faculty leaders in

the School of Science and Engineering to provide opportunities to learn about the pedagogy, partnership, and social justice

aspects of community engagement. In just over a year of gatherings, we are already seeing growth. For example, twelve

faculty members participated in a two-day colloquy with community organizations last year, and five new faculty members

in Science & Engineering will pilot service-learning courses over the next year. In addition, we are also working with three

departments (Art and Art History, Biology, and Psychology) on a new “Engaged Department” designation that enables the

department to highlight all aspects of their community engagement and to create a pathway for students who wish to work

with a community partner across multiple courses.

At the time of our last classification, curricular engagement focused primarily on direct service through placement-based

service learning; our engagement in the last ten years reflects a shift towards engagement that aims at structural change.

For example, when we last applied, Seattle U had just hosted Tent City, a homelessness encampment, on Seattle U’s campus,

a project that engaged much of campus in direct service. Ten years later, the Homeless Rights Advocacy Project reflects a

deepening of Seattle U’s commitment to working towards structural changes by influencing policy.

B. Co-Curricular Engagement

Co-curricular Engagement describes structured learning that happens outside the formal academic curriculum through

trainings, workshops, and experiential learning opportunities. Co-curricular Engagement requires structured reflection and
connection to academic knowledge in the context of reciprocal, asset-based community partnerships.

Co-Curricular
Engagement

Selected Description

Social Innovatio
n/entrepreneur
ship

Yes University students organized across disciplines and academic levels and brought
together faculty mentors and community partners to engage in an intensive problem-
solving session, Impactathon, focusing on issues facing members of our local community.
The Impactathon was modeled after a hackathon, an intensive problem-solving session
that often focuses on computer programming. The issues ranged from designing new
educational spaces for area public schools to addressing questions about financial and
environmental sustainability for a local urban farm to creating a computer login portal to
enable a non-profit organization to evaluate their impact. Students from any discipline
were provided the opportunity to gain experience applying their learning to an issue
facing members of the community. In addition, students were offered engagement
opportunities to deepen their knowledge of the community and develop problem
definition, analysis, and presentation skills. The results of the weekend’s worth of work
could serve as a valuable addition to a student’s portfolio and/or an inspiring topic to
discuss with career fair recruiters. (https://www.seattleu.edu/scieng/departmental-
seminars-and-events/impactathon/)

An additional example is the Center for Community Engagement undergraduate fellow
partnership with the University’s Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center. This yearlong
fellowship project focused on piloting a program that would place University students
into working relationships with local businesses within the SUYI zone.
(https://www.seattleu.edu/business/centers-and-programs/iec/)
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Community
service projects
- outside of the
campus

Yes The CCE Family Engagement team organizes an annual Spirit of Giving that features a gift
collection and food drive to benefit the families who are actively supported by many of
the CCE's community partner organizations within the SUYI neighborhoods. Non-
perishable food and personal hygiene products collected were used to sustain a food
pantry at partner school Bailey Gatzert Elementary. Engaged students gained public
speaking skills (made promotional videos with CCE Communications team), and enhanced
their leadership, collaboration and teamwork across CCE programs. (https://www.seattle
u.edu/cce/volunteer/volunteer/family-engagement/spirit-of-giving---family-holiday-
drive-/)

Another example of an external community service project is Winterfest. KXSU, the
University's student-run radio station, in collaboration with the CCE produced
Winterfest, a concert benefitting community partner, Peace for the Streets by Kids from
the Streets (PSKS). PSKS centers the voices of youth experiencing homelessness and
provides shelter and support services using an asset-based philosophy. Through a series
of planning meetings with CCE staff, students learned how to approach the community
partner using collaborative communication focused on relationship building, a needs
assessment, project feasibility and sustainability.
(https://www.kxsu.org/event/winterfest/)

Community
service projects
- within the
campus

Yes The Gender Justice Center at Seattle University is a student-run center serving
transgender, gender non-conforming, gender diverse, and women students.
(https://genderjusticecenter.wordpress.com/) Haleema Bharoocha, undergraduate
student leader and founding director of the Gender Justice Center, 2016-2018, wrote
this about the intention of the GJC, "The GJC was born out of a need to have a liberating
space for the most marginalized to claim as their own. I co-created this space with the goal
of making it a permanent part of Seattle U and to offer healing and basic needs within an
institutional setting where marginalized people often experience trauma and financial
difficulty. Given the eradication of the Women’s Center at SU in 1991, the emergence of
the Gender Justice Center makes a powerful statement; we will not be erased. I hope to
celebrate the 50 year anniversary of the center and witness the work of radical feminists
generations later! I intentionality preserved GJC as a student-led member-based
community organization because of the revolutionary work that students have partaken
in and to center the very voices we seek to serve. We the students must take
responsibility for the well being of our community. We do not need saviors, rather we are
the ones who will save ourselves. The GJC was built by some of the most marginalized
people in this community with the support of powerful allies, including community
members, faculty, staff, and administrators. Together, we are fighting for a campus
community free of gender-based violence."

The GJC offers a variety of student-run educational and social programming and
additionally organizes a continual food and hygiene supplies pantry. In the 2018-19
academic year, the food pantry evolved was moved to the Office of Multicultural Affairs
(OMA) as part of their food security program for students.
(https://www.seattleu.edu/oma/oma-programs/food-security/food-pantry/;
https://www.seattleu.edu/oma/oma-programs/food-security/)

Alternative
break -
domestic

Yes Seattle University Campus Ministry hosts a spring break immersion: Appalachia West
Virginia for undergraduate students. The Appalachia Immersion in Wheeling, West
Virginia is a partnership between Campus Ministry and the Appalachian Institute at
Wheeling Jesuit University. Student participants have the opportunity to learn about the
history and lives of people in rural West Virginia through the lenses of environmental
justice and Catholic Social Teaching. Participating students commit to weekly formation
meetings in winter and a post-trip integration reflection designed and held by Campus
Ministry. (https://www.seattleu.edu/campus-ministry/social-
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justice/immersions/appalachia-immersion/)

Each fall, Campus Ministry sends a cohort of students to Washington, DC for the Ignatian
Solidarity Network's Ignatian Family Teach-In for Justice. This weekend of learning and
advocacy brings together students from Jesuit high schools and colleges across the
country to learn about and advocate on behalf of communities impacted by a diversity of
contemporary social issues in the United States and beyond through the lens of Catholic
Social Teaching. This is an excellent opportunity for students to plug into the broader
network of efforts within the Ignatian network to put faith into action. Students engage in
three to four formation meetings prior to trip, and a post-trip integration and reflection
meeting. (https://www.seattleu.edu/campus-ministry/social-justice/immersions/ignatian-
family-teach-in-for-justice/)

The University’s Office of Multicultural Affairs (OMA) and Career Engagement Office
offer an annual Black Lives Matter Immersion Trip to Olympia, WA. Students are invited
to an immersive trip to the Washington State capitol of Olympia where they focus on the
three main values of OMA: Education, Connection, and Advocacy. Specifically, students
educate themselves and peers on #BlackLivesMatter issues happening locally, connect
with organizations such as the Black Alliance of Thurston County, and advocate for
changes in the State law concerning police use of force as part of the African American
Legislation Day. Students who go on the immersion are also committed to attending
workshops before the immersion weekend and in debriefing the immersion afterwards.
(https://www.seattleu.edu/oma/oma-programs/moral-mondays-at-su/)

Alternative
break -
international

Yes Campus Ministry hosts an international alternative break on community development
and globalization in Tijuana, Mexico. Students learn about the complex issues surrounding
immigration, just housing, and border relations between the United States and Mexico
while cultivating relationships with and working alongside community members in
Tijuana, Mexico. Long-time University partner organization, Esperanza International,
works within communities to support families in building dignified housing. In addition to
spending their days working with families, in past years participants have had the
opportunity to visit a shelter for migrants passing through Tijuana on the way to the
United States, to spend time at the border wall learning about the issues and policies
surrounding it, and to visit local community health initiatives, among other activities.
Participating students commit to weekly formation meetings in fall and a post-trip
integration reflection designed and held by Campus Ministry. (https://www.seattleu.edu/
campus-ministry/social-justice/immersions/mexico-immersion/)

Campus Ministry additionally offers an Interfaith Exploration in Vancouver, Canada.
Vancouver is home to a rich diversity of faith traditions and the vibrant communities that
grow up around them. Participating students spend weeks of formation learning about
the different faith communities they will be encountering, as well as considering
questions of the possibilities and difficulties of interfaith engagement today. For a
capstone experience, students join fellow participants in Vancouver, where they have the
chance to meet with various faith communities and learn about their beliefs, the
challenges they face, and the ways they are working to engage their broader Vancouver
community. (https://www.seattleu.edu/campus-ministry/social-
justice/immersions/vancouver-immersion/)

Student
leadership

Yes The Division of Student Development hosts a training and development program for
selected student leader groups annually called iLEAD. Students must be invited to
participate by participating departments including the Center for Community
Engagement. Over 250 student leaders participate in an online Canvas baseline
leadership training course and a one and a half day conference training day in spring as
part of the requirement for their University student leadership roles. Intentional
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opportunities for reflection are embedded in the online training modules and throughout
the leadership conference. (https://www.seattleu.edu/involvement/explore-
leadership/ilead/)

The National Jesuit Student Leadership Conference (NJSLC) invites student leaders from
all U.S.-based Catholic Jesuit campuses to share ideas, create new collaborations, and
hear from speakers on the value of Jesuit student leadership. Seattle U has consistently
provided opportunities for student leaders to attend with one professional staff leader,
who is responsible for guiding reflection and assisting the student participants with
meaning-making. Participants have reported experiencing a deeper sense of connection
to the larger Jesuit college network, more connections with student leaders across our
campus, and an increased sense of loyalty to the Seattle University community. Following
the conference Seattle U students are asked to present sessions, speak on topics of
inclusion in leadership, challenge and be challenged by other students (appropriately), be
exposed to different ways of doing things, and come back with energy for their position
and departments.

The Center for Community Engagement offers scaffolded leadership opportunities within
the Seattle University Youth Initiative including JumpStart and K-12 Lead positions:
https://www.seattleu.edu/cce/volunteer/leadership-opportunities/

Student
internships

No

Work-study
placements

Yes The Center for Community Engagement hires Seattle U students in various roles both
based at the Center and at school partners in both work-study and non-work study
positions. Students access job postings via the Redhawk Network powered by Handshake.
(https://seattleu.joinhandshake.com/login) Community Service Work-Study is a federally-
supported program administered by Student Financial Services at Seattle University. This
form of financial aid provides students with the opportunity to be paid as they engage in
community-focused work, including working with pre-kindergarten through 12th grade
youth.

https://www.seattleu.edu/cce/volunteer/leadership-opportunities/student-employees

Opportunities
to meet with
employers who
demonstrate
Corporate
Social
Responsibility

Yes The Career Engagement Office at Seattle University offers opportunities to meet with
employers who demonstrate corporate social responsibility in a series titled “Seattle
University's Inclusion and Industry Takeover.” This spring event is focused on diversity
and inclusion and gives students and employers opportunities to attend workshops on
social justice, careers and navigating a global multicultural world. It is open to the entire
student body and organizations who recruit or want to recruit Seattle University students
and recent alumni. Included in this day are workshops, recruiting, and networking. The
Career Engagement Office is committed to supporting all students from all backgrounds,
cultures, and identities. Participating companies are invited to align with the positive
impact that this event creates for students, stressing that organizations that embrace
diversity are shown to perform better and that good workplace diversity benefits the
businesses themselves as well as the communities they operate in.
(https://www.seattleu.edu/careerengagement/)

Living-learning 
communities/re
sidence
hall/floor

Yes Seattle University has designed smaller theme communities within the residence halls.
These communities allow students an opportunity to make immediate connections with
their neighbors who are likely to have common interests. The residence hall staff work
hard to provide fun and educational programs and activities based around the theme to
assist students with connecting to the greater University community. Theme
Communities are offered in all residential buildings. Students are not required to be in
specific majors to participate in any community and can determine their own level of
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involvement. In addition, students are welcome to participate in events hosted by
communities other than the one to which they are assigned. Themed residential
communities include: Outdoor Exploration; Mind, Body, Wellness; Millie Bown Russell &
Social Change; Creative Expression; Pre-Major; STEM and Health Professions; Business
and Innovation; and Global Exploration.

Student
teaching
assistants

Yes Daytime Classroom Assistants are embedded in classrooms throughout the school day at
SUYI partner, Bailey Gatzert Elementary. These University student volunteers
accomplish one-to-one mentoring with student youth and provide guidance as these
students work through rigorous writing, literacy, and math lessons. Volunteers choose
shifts to complete during the week. Volunteers participate in racial equity training, site
orientation, as well as regular reflection meetings led by professional staff.

Athletics Yes Student-athletes are invited to regularly participate as teams in on-going, quarterly or
seasonal co-curricular engagement through the Center for Community Engagement
(CCE) and Seattle University Youth Initiative based on their schedules. Many teams
partner with the CCE to engage at SUYI program sites and demonstrate their
commitment to the local community. The Athletics department further has a strong
relationship with Special Olympics and hosted the U.S. Games on campus during the
summer of 2018.

Greek Life No

Other (please
specify)

Yes The division of Student Development has created thematic pathways to engagement
through The Redhawk Experience to foster a sense of community and belonging among
students. Pathways encourage students to Connect with Community, Explore Values and
Purpose, Seek Intercultural Understanding, Immerse Academically, Develop Valuable
Skills, and Demonstrate Leadership. Within each pathway is a list of goals, Jesuit-centered
standards and considerations for students to reflect and act on, as well as correlating
campus programmatic offices and resources for realizing the goals. New student
orientation is a requirement of all incoming students, where they are introduced to the
Redhawk Experience as a model, and to the online tools and campus resources which
provide deeper exploration into the pathways. Community engagement is highlighted in
most. Students are also introduced to the online community platform, OrgSync during
orientation, which makes locating events, leadership training and workshops, news, clubs,
community partner organizations, and community engagement opportunities accessible
to students. The platform is dynamic and maintained throughout the entire calendar year.
All students have access to the platform using their University credentials.

Social Justice Mondays is an organized, weekly series hosted by the Access to Justice
Institute in partnership with students, student organizations, and other departments
across the School of Law. A variety of lectures are presented on various social justice
topics. Series is open to all students. The Office of Multicultural Affairs hosts ongoing
opportunities for students to learn and engage in ethical engagement through the Moral
Mondays program. Founded in October of 2014, by University staff member and alumnus
in response to the death of Michael Brown. Moral Mondays at SU Goals include 1)
Advocating for Seattle University as a place and space for the national conversation on
race, police violence, and the #BlackLivesMatter movement; 2) Focusing on the Black
presence – past, present, and future – at Seattle University, and 3) Highlighting the ways
in which Seattle University directly or indirectly contributes to the problems and/or
solutions facing Black communities.

Finally, Seattle University Undergraduate Research Journal (SUURJ) was developed to
highlight the research achievements of Seattle University undergraduate students
through a peer-reviewed online publication. It also provides an editorial apprenticeship
experience for students through a credit-bearing program that trains students to share
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stewardship of the journal. Research includes any original quantitative or qualitative work
that a student has conducted during their academic studies. This includes theoretical
works, policy analyses, research-based editorial pieces, core writing, and others. SUURJ is
a joint project of the College of Arts and Sciences, the English Department, the Office of
Sponsored Research Programs, and the office of the Provost. The online journal is
published annually in May. (https://www.seattleu.edu/artsci/departments/english/seattle-
university-undergraduate-research-journal-suurj/)

B.2. Indicate whether students have access to a co-curricular engagement tracking system that can
serve as a co-curricular transcript or record of community engagement, and if such a system exists,
describe the system used and how it is used.
Students have the ability to track co-curricular engagement throughout their tenure using the online
community platform, OrgSync. Beginning in fall of 2016, multiple departments, centers and programs
of the University signed on to utilize the digital platform. This is a significant change since 2010, when
numerous spreadsheets were the primary tool utilized for tracking. Card swipe technology as well as
manual entry is used for tracking co-curricular involvement. Through OrgSync, students log-in using
their official, unique University credentials, and may choose to generate two involvement report
options: the full involvement history and the co-curricular transcript. The full involvement history is an
unofficial list of activities and memberships. It can be exported at any time by students from the online
platform. The co-curricular transcript is an official record and it must be approved by campus
administrators. At any time, students may review a list of all activities and memberships documented in
OrgSync. Students may also manually enter involvement.

The co-curricular transcript is organized around three components. Transcript entries reflect student
involvement in various activities: Events and Activities are University-sponsored events and
workshops hosted by student organizations, University departments and academic programs. These
programs include professional development, interactive dialogs, and trainings.

Service Participation represents hours dedicated to service in the community in conjunction with and
separate from the University. Frequently, this is in the form of a service-learning course or
participation in events such as Serve Seattle. Organization Membership reflects student membership
and participation in University-recognized clubs and organizations.
(https://www.seattleu.edu/involvement/explore-leadership/co-curricular-transcript)

B.3. Indicate whether co-curricular programming provides students with clear developmental
pathways through which they can progress to increasingly complex forms of community
engagement over time. Please describe the pathways and how students know about them.
Students are provided pathways to community engagement through the CCE co-curricular structure,
Serve Local. This model may best be described as a triangle or pyramid. By offering multiple entry
points and invitations to engage, the CCE fosters ever-increasing opportunities for students to take on
greater leadership within SUYI and through other CCE programs and partnerships. Students may
access one-time involvement experiences through to academic-yearlong capstone-level experiences.

An introduction and invitation to Serve Local is presented to students through a variety of intentional
ways. Beginning with prospective students, the CCE and Serve Local are promoted as engagement
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opportunities during University Preview Days and Open House events hosted by Admissions and
Enrollment, staffed by members of the CCE Campus Engagement Team. Admitted First Time in College
and Transfer students receive an invitation to engage throughout the summer months at workshops
held during the University’s Summer in Seattle formal orientation program. This group of students also
receives a series of communication from the CCE. Fall Serve Local outreach occurs during University
Welcome Week programming through information sessions, a campus wide involvement fair, and at
the CCE’s signature event, the Serve Local Block Party, which annually serves to welcome new and
returning students while providing the chance to learn about and sign up for opportunities to engage in
the local community. Quarterly orientations for transfer students, outreach through tabling in the
Student Center, brief classroom presentations given by CCE staff, a weekly online newsletter, events
and opportunities promoted through the online platform, OrgSync, and the University’s Center for
Student Involvement and CCE websites all serve as primary sources for informing students. University
Orientation Advisors as well as student leaders of the CCE, Serve Local Ambassadors are members of a
variety of CCE programs and are trained to represent the CCE and Serve Local opportunities and
outreach to students across campus.

B.4. Provide a narrative that speaks broadly to involvement of students in community engagement,
such as the ways students have leadership roles in community engagement (give examples), or
decision-making roles students have on campus related to community engagement (planning,
implementation, assessment, or other). How has student leadership in community engagement
changed since the last classification? How is student leadership in community engagement
recognized (awards, notation on transcript, etc.)? Provide relevant links.
The CCE aims to offer transformational experiences for Seattle U students through a variety of
experiential learning and leadership activities. Serve Local is a membership group and leadership model
through the CCE that serves as the main pathway to student involvement in community engagement.
Through Serve Local, students are offered numerous entry points at varying commitment levels to
contribute as well as enhance skills. Academic year and summer fellowships are capstone experiences
for students who have demonstrated significant involvement in college-level service and justice. Serve
Local Ambassadors are undergraduate student leaders who serve as the student voice of the CCE,
implement signature events, and lead peer outreach, recruitment and retention efforts. A Graduate
Assistant serves in an advisory role to the Ambassadors. CCE-based Student Employees provide
operational and communications leadership and P-12 School-Based Student Employees lead peers and
provide academic mentorship to youth. (https://www.seattleu.edu/cce/volunteer/)

Since the 2010 classification, the CCE structure has evolved to offer opportunities for student leaders
to take on more responsibility in guiding their peers in campus and community programmatic settings,
including in SUYI partner schools. Increased orientation and onboarding, continual training and
learning experiences, routing reflection and discernment have been implemented. Student leaders are
instrumental in assisting with carrying out these efforts.

In addition to the pathways supported directly by CCE, the Sullivan Leadership Award was established
in 1988 in recognition of the Reverend William J. Sullivan, S.J., president emeritus, for his dedication,
leadership, and service to the Jesuit institution and community. Each year the University selects nine
incoming freshmen to receive the award. Criteria include a demonstration of leadership through school
activities, public service and community involvement, a commitment to justice and the well-being of
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others through service in their communities and school and high achievement in rigorous college
predatory coursework. (https://www.seattleu.edu/sullivan/)

Student leadership in community engagement is recognized in a variety of ways. Early academic course
registration is offered through the Office of the Registrar for first and second year CCE students
leaders who have made a significant commitment to consistent community engagement (6 months or
more). Annual signature programs have been created including a fall kick-off and involvement event, a
week of workshops and events aimed at holistic wellness in winter, and a student showcase in spring
quarter celebrates the accomplishments of all Serve Local members. Branded recognition items are
awarded for length of involvement including t-shirts (2 quarters), hooded sweatshirts (3 quarters),
socks (4 quarters) and community engagement graduation cords (5 or more quarters).

Annual recognition occurs through the University’s partnership with Washington Campus Compact,
whose Students Serving Washington Awards ceremony honor two community engaged student
leaders per participating college or university. Seattle U awardees receive a framed certificate and
signed letter from the University president recognizing their achievements. Quarterly Finals Week
Study Break events are hosted through Serve Local to recognize students engaged in the community.

Relevant Links:

CCE Student Leadership and Recognition: https://www.seattleu.edu/cce/volunteer/
Students Serving Washington Awards: https://www.studentserviceawards.org
Sullivan Leadership Awards: https://www.seattleu.edu/sullivan/selection-process/

B.5. Describe how institutions have designed new programs and initiatives, or re-designed existing
ones, to both increase students’ access to and participation in community-engaged activities
(particularly students who are not currently engaged) so that a relatively larger portion of students
have the opportunity for developing the cultural competencies, asset-based approaches, and values
of reciprocity for engaging with communities.
The CCE has broadened the Serve Local student leadership program to include diversity and inclusion
strategies using an asset-based approach focused primarily on SUYI, the signature campus-wide place-
based community engagement model. Inspired by Seattle University's Jesuit Catholic ethos and in
partnership with the City of Seattle, Seattle Public Schools, and many other organizations, the Center
strives to live, lead and learn through an anti-racist organizational lens. In doing so, a commitment is
held to anti-racist practices, asset-based approach to community engagement, and prioritizing a spirit
of reciprocity in relationship development and management.

The CCE partners with local dialog and facilitation leaders who share this commitment to offer
quarterly workshops on topics racial equity. These required workshops are designed to assist student
leaders in understanding and developing and/or further developing anti-racist practices. The
workshops explore institutionalized racism, its prevalence in our schools and its long-term implications
for our youth. They are considered foundational trainings by the CCE and are therefore required for all
CCE professional and student staff, as well as any volunteers and service-learners who engage with
youth.
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A quarterly, lunchtime workshop was designed for any students—engaged or not—to join the CCE for
dialogue and reflection on topics related to identity, privilege, and service. This workshop is now in its
third year and is facilitated by capstone-level student leaders. It was originally led by professional staff.

Online video modules were created to provide any University student access to a brief, introductory
education on the CCE’s approach to community engagement and a glimpse into the histories,
strengths, and challenges faced by the local neighborhoods with whom we engage. These videos can be
viewed individually or in a series and are accessible at any time through the online platform, OrgSync.
(https://www.seattleu.edu/involvement/get-involved/connectsu/)

Community immersions were developed through the CCE as part of University Welcome Week
programming. These neighborhood visits offered new and not yet engaged students with interactive
opportunities that introduced them to our community engagement philosophy and asset-based
approach while visiting key, as well as community partner sites and historic landmarks in the
surrounding neighborhoods. (https://www.seattleu.edu/orientation/first-year-students/welcome-
week/)

C. Professional Activity and Scholarship

C.1.
How have faculty of any employment status (tenured/tenure track, full time non-tenure track, and part time faculty) not

only incorporated community-based teaching and learning into courses, but turned that activity into research to improve

teaching and learning through the scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL), (e.g., publishing articles, making

presentations, conducting studies of their courses, conducting workshops, etc)? Provide five examples of faculty scholarship

to improve, critique, promote, or reflect on community engaged teaching and learning.Indicate whether the faculty are

tenure-track or part-time/non-tenure track Also, describe how this scholarship has been supported since your last

classification.

Scholarship for Teaching and Learning (SoTL) is supported at SU through programming in the Center for Faculty

Development (CFD), research funded by the Provost's Summer Fellowship, and the Center for Community Engagement.

(https://www.seattleu.edu/faculty-development/scholarship-of-teaching-and-learning/) The Center for Faculty

Development's three-day writing retreat for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning is open to all SU faculty (tenured,

tenure-track, non-tenure-track, adjunct, and visiting) who are teaching or are on sabbatical during the same academic year.

It provides space, time, and collegial support for faculty working toward publishing a writing project focused on teaching

and learning in higher education (HE). During 2006-2018, the CFD ran 45 faculty working groups to support over 175

faculty in their SoTL. The Director runs an annual session “Personal Intellectual Project: Capturing, focusing and reinventing

your scholarly agenda” This helps faculty connect their community engagement research to the rest of their trajectory as a

faculty member. (https://www.seattleu.edu/faculty-development/)

As part of the Academic Service-Learning Faculty Fellows program (ASLFF), faculty participants are provided a modest

stipend to conduct an action research project on their service-learning course and present their findings to the University

community. In addition, beginning in 2017, the CCE has begun to fund one faculty member each summer to attend the Pen

to Paper retreat, A Writing Retreat Focused on Writing With, For, and About Service and Engagement led by Indiana

Campus Compact. (https://www.seattleu.edu/cce/faculty-and-staff/academic-service-learning/incorporate-service-
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learning-in-your-course/)

Five specific examples include:

Lee, K., (tenured) & Kelley-Petersen, D. (non-tenure) (2018). Service Learning in Human Development: Promoting Social

Justice Perspectives in Counseling. The Professional Counselor, 8(2), 146-158.

Scholarly Presentation: Guts, Kate. (non-tenure) (2015). “Challenging Mental Health Stigma Through Community

Engagement.” Seattle, WA (Symposium). Dr. Kate Guts, Psychology Instructor (non-tenure). Dr. Guts studied the effects of

service-learning on reducing student’s stigma associated with marginalized populations and those suffering from mental

illness.

Jacobs, J., Yamamura, E.K., (tenured) Guerra, P., & Nelson, S. (2013). Emerging leaders for social justice: Negotiating the

journey through action research. Journal of School Leadership, 23(1), 91-121.

Buchanan, Bonnie, (tenured) Improving International Students’ Understanding of Local Culture and Financial Institutions: A

Service Learning Application (December 31, 2013). Journal of International Education in Business.

Perry, Gary and Madeline Lovell. (tenured) 2014. “Bringing More than Good Intentions to New Orleans after Katrina:

Teaching Social Analysis through an Academic Immersion Experience.” In Patricia Schmidt and Mary Beth Combs’s (Eds)

Transforming the World and Being Transformed. New York: Fordham University Press.

C.2.
How have faculty of any employment status (tenured/tenure track, full time non-tenure track, and part time faculty)

collaborated with community partners to produce scholarly products of benefit to the community that are representative

of co-created knowledge between academics and community partners resulting from outreach and partnerships (e.g.,

technical reports, curriculum, research reports, policy reports, publications, etc.)? Provide five examples of faculty

scholarship conducted with partners for community benefit or to improve, critique, promote, or reflect on partnerships.

Also, describe how this scholarship has been supported since your last classification.

The Center for Community Engagement has secured several grants and gifts to fund research partnerships between faculty

and community partner organizations. In 2016, the CCE applied for and received a grant from the Annie E Casey

Foundation to map research organizations in the Seattle area providing services to "opportunity youth," youth aged 16-24

neither in school nor working. Also in 2016, the CCE applied for and received gift funds from the Bainum Family Foundation

to fund two faculty members and several community partners to conduct research and prepare a report to develop and

implement a new early-learning program as part of the Seattle University Youth Initiative. Additionally, we received grant

funds from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to offer summer and year-long CBR fellowships to faculty members. So far,

the Center has offered two workshops on Community Based Research to increase faculty and community partner skills and

capacity for these types of partnerships. Five specific examples include:

Professor Rob Efird (tenured) partnered with InterIm Community Development Association to research the effectiveness

of environmental educational programming for children and youth. Support for Efird's research was provided by SU's

Center for Environmental Justice and Sustainability, the CCE, and a College of Arts and Sciences Dean’s Research

Fellowship. (https://www.seattleu.edu/media/cejs/files/fellowships/2013-2014-faculty-fellows/Efird---CEJS-Update.pdf)

Dr. Marie Wong, (tenured) Associate Professor, Institute of Public Service, published a book in 2019 entitled Building

Tradition, resulting from a decade of primary research to provide an urgent history for Asian American activists and urban

planners in one of the neighborhoods adjacent to campus. (https://www.seattleu.edu/artsci/about/news/building-tradition-
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pan-asian-seattle-and-life-in-the-residential-hotels.html)

The Yesler Terrace Public Safety Pamphlet was co-authored by SU professors, Dr. Will Parkin (tenured) and Dr. Jacqueline

Helfgott (tenured) and community partners to provide the community with basic public safety information as well as to

increase awareness of the issues concerning residents. (https://www.seattleu.edu/media/college-of-arts-and-

sciences/departments/criminaljustice/documents/YTPSP_booklet_8.5x11_English_final_web-(1).pdf)

Dr. Steve Palazzo’s (tenured) current research and scholarship focuses on developing and implementing a sustainable

interdisciplinary cardiovascular prevention science program aimed at creating a culture of health in adolescents from under-

resourced communities. Teen Take Heart (TTH) (www.teentakeheart.org) was developed in partnership with the Hope

Heart Institute.

Amelia Derr (tenured), in partnership with The Center for Ethical Leadership, conducted a mixed method study to examine

the outcomes of CEL's Community Circle Initiative, an intervention meant to build social support for immigrants and

measure how the intervention shapes participant leadership development, social support cultivation, and mental health.

C.3.
How have professional staff contributed to the scholarship of community engagement (through conference presentation,

publication, consulting, awards, etc.) associated with their co-curricular engagement achievements (e.g., student program

development, training curricula, leadership programing, etc.)? Provide five examples of professional staff scholarship

related to community engagement and describe how this scholarship has been supported since your last classification.

Seattle University has actively supported the scholarly work of staff by providing professional development funding and

time to work on research, writing and presentations. Several examples of these scholarly endeavors include:

In 2012, Center for Community Engagement staff, Kent Koth, Executive Director, and Rachael Steward, former Deputy

Director, along with staff from the Seattle Housing Authority presented a workshop at a national conference on housing

and education sponsored by the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). In 2014, HUD published a study

profiling the work that Koth, Steward and the Housing Authority Staff had referenced in their presentation.

(https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/CSSP_HUD_SEATTLE.PDF)

In 2013, Kent Koth wrote a book chapter on lessons learned from local faculty and staff immersions for the book

Transforming Ourselves, Transforming the World (Fordham Press). The book chapter arose from Seattle University’s

experimentation with faculty and staff immersions designed to increase long-term campus and community partnerships.

(https://www.fordhampress.com/9780823254309/transforming-ourselves-transforming-the-world/)

In 2018, Stylus published Place-Based Community Engagement in Higher Education coauthored by College of Education

faculty member Erica Yamamura and Kent Koth. Koth and Yamamura received support from the Annie E. Casey Foundation

to travel to other campuses and cities to conduct the background research for the project.

(https://www.seattleu.edu/cce/place-based-community-engagement-in-higher-education-book/)

In 2018, Rachael Steward wrote an article in Conversations on Jesuit Education Magazine, page 10 (a magazine for Jesuit

Colleges and Universities) on lessons learned from the Seattle University Youth Initiative. (https://static1.squarespace.com

/static/56172221e4b0d3605b642f70/t/5a6a7c39ec212d10efb36636/1516928067437/CONV53_3.pdf)

In 2018, Kent Koth presented the keynote address and a practitioner’s workshop at the annual Iowa Campus Compact

state-wide convening. Koth’s keynote and workshop focused on the use of place-based community engagement to deepen

college student learning and increase community impact. (https://iacampuscompact.org/resource-posts/iowa-campus-
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compact-recognizes-community-campus-collaborations/)

D. Community Engagement and other Institutional Initiatives

6.1.
Indicate how community engagement directly contributes to (or is it aligned with) the institution’s diversity and inclusion
goals (for students and faculty, and describe what has changed since the last classification. Provide relevant links if
available.

The university-wide participation in the Seattle University Youth Initiative’s ambitious vision has led to a shift in how the
university “does” community engagement. The Youth Initiative’s focus on building the capacity of children, youth and
families in a specific geographic area has led to a shift from mostly partnering with non-profit organizations and schools to a
more expansive engagement of local residents, neighborhood groups, and youth. This shift has led the university to place
greater emphasis on the histories, cultures, racial dynamics, and systems of power at play in its local neighborhoods. In
some cases this has led to changes to academic courses and to how faculty involve students in the community.

In guiding this shift, the Center for Community Engagement has coupled racial equity and community engagement. A major
emphasis in linking racial equity and community engagement has been enhanced individual and collective professional
development for Center for Community Engagement staff, student leaders, volunteers and community partners.
(https://www.seattleu.edu/cce/about/living-and-leading-as-an-anti-racist-organization/) This includes a mandatory day-
long racial equity training for all Seattle University students working with Youth Initiative school programs. In addition,
campus and community partners have joined together for trainings including a 75 person two-day seminar, Courageous
Conversations about Race, led by the Pacific Educational Group.

Other ways the university is linking equity and inclusion and community engagement include:

Offering a two-quarter Community Engaged Justice Fellows seminar for faculty to further link racial equity and community-
engaged pedagogy. (https://www.seattleu.edu/cce/faculty-and-staff/faculty-funding-and-fellowships/)

Placing greater emphasis on partnerships with organizations led by people of color.

Increasing its focus on asset-based approaches to all campus and community partnerships

Further strengthening relationships and partnerships with local families, the majority of whom are people of color.
(https://www.seattleu.edu/cce/local-families/)

Evaluating all Center for Community Engagement efforts including strategic planning, programs, training, recruitment,
retention and events through an anti-racist lens.

Creating a culture of reflection and accountability toward addressing interpersonal and institutional racism including racial
affinity group work among staff and students.

Encouraging more students from neighborhoods near Seattle University (e.g. Youth Initiative area) to apply to the
university and providing scholarship support (in 2014 a supportive donor created a $1 million endowed scholarship fund).

The Center for Community Engagement’s work to link anti-racism and community engagement is unfolding through a
dynamic and collaborative process with the university’s Office of Diversity and Inclusion. The interconnection between
community engagement and equity and inclusion was highlighted in the Diversity and Inclusive Excellence Final Report (see
goal 6 on page 52, https://www.seattleu.edu/media/secure/task-force-on-diversity-and-inclusive-excellence/Task-Force-
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on-Diversity-and-Inclusive-Excellence-Final-Report.pdf) and has been featured in campus trainings and forums. Center for
Community Engagement staff meet frequently with the Vice President for Diversity and Inclusion to discuss shared goals
and strategies. Staff from the Office of Multicultural Affairs and the Center for Community Engagement also partner on
projects and meet frequently to share ideas.

Almost all of what is described above is a change from 2010. The interplay between diversity and inclusion and community
engagement is much stronger and deeper today than during the previous classification process.

6.2.
Indicate how community engagement is connected to efforts aimed at student retention and success, and describe what
has changed since the last classification. Provide relevant links if available.

Community engagement is a very visible component of a Seattle University education. As evidenced in many other sections
of this application, students engage in a variety of community engagement experiences throughout their undergraduate
and graduate experiences. While the university’s commitment to community engagement arises from its Jesuit Catholic
mission, the practical reality that community engagement is a high impact practice (Kuh 2008) that contributes to retention
also factors into the widespread use of service-learning among faculty.

The Center for Community Engagement (CCE) recently explored the connection between student community engagement
and retention rates for first time in college (FTIC) freshmen. Center staff collaborated with Institutional Research (IR) to
analyze the retention rates for students in CCE programs dating back to Fall Quarter 2012. The results of this exploration
are significant. Between 2017 Fall Quarter and 2018 Fall Quarter, the university’s FTIC freshmen student retention rate
was 85%. In CCE programs during that time, the data report indicated,

89% of FTIC freshmen students involved in CCE programs retained.

93% of CCE FTIC freshmen students employed by the CCE retained.

89% of FTIC freshmen who participated in a service-learning course retained.

90% of FTIC freshmen who volunteered in the SUYI K12 schools program retained.

Center staff have shared this information on community engagement and retention with university leaders charged with
improving retention and students success including the Provost, the Vice President for Enrollment Services and the Vice
President of Student Development. The University is currently conducting a strategic planning process and it is highly that
participation goals for service-learning and co-curricular community engagement among undergraduates will be
incorporated into the plan in order to maximize the impact of community engagement on student retention and success.

6.3
Indicate whether the campus institutional review board (IRB) or some part of the community engagement infrastructure
provides specific guidance for researchers regarding human subjects protections for community-engaged research, and
describe what has changed since the last classification. Provide relevant links if available.

Since 2010, the SU Institutional Review Board has enacted many changes to its policies and protocols to help work with its
researchers (https://www.seattleu.edu//irb/). The IRB now requires campus researchers to complete human subjects
research training via the online CITI Program, and one supplemental module in the CITI training is entitled, Ethical and
Practical Considerations in Community-Engaged Research (CEnR) (https://www.seattleu.edu/irb/human-subjects-research-
training/). The CEnR module is recommended for all campus community-based researchers, and completion is required for
researchers who submit expedited and full-board research protocols. The members of the IRB include one ex-officio board
member who consults on all community-based research projects, and, as required by federal regulations, a board member
from the local community, Karen Carlos, who is involved with the review of community-related projects.

The IRB Administrator and Chair attend annual human subjects research protection conferences that have provided the
background to revise IRB general policies and use best practices in the review of community-engaged or community-
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participatory research projects. For example, the IRB has developed processes for different options for informed consent,
which can be of assistance when working with participants such as those with literacy challenges, language differences, or
confidentiality issues. (https://www.seattleu.edu/irb/guidance--faq/informed-consent/)

In another example, the IRB now supports alternative human subject research training (other than the CITI training
modules) to non-SU key personnel who will be active recruiters, interviewers, etc.; this type of targeted training, with an
emphasis on the respect, privacy, and confidentiality of the research participants, is designed to accommodate the needs of
a community member who is involved in a specific research role but does not need to complete the full set of CITI modules
for certification.

The IRB website offers a great deal of guidance for researchers, and the IRB encourages researchers to discuss such options
with the IRB staff and members during project development and prior to submission to the IRB.
(https://www.seattleu.edu//irb/)

6.4
Indicate whether community engagement is connected to campus efforts that support federally funded grants for Broader
Impacts of Research activities of faculty and students, and describe what has changed since the last classification. Provide
relevant links if available.

The University’s structure and systems for federal research grants have changed significantly since 2010. In 2011 the
university created the Office of Sponsored Projects. This new infrastructure has led to a significant increase in Seattle
University’s access of federal grants. Several of these grants have a direct link to community engagement.

For example:

National Science Foundation ADVANCE grant. Despite significant increases in the proportion of women pursuing science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) doctoral degrees, women are significantly underrepresented as faculty,
particularly in upper ranks, and in academic administrative positions, in almost all STEM fields. The problems of
recruitment, retention, and advancement that are the causes of this underrepresentation vary by discipline and across
groups of women faculty (e.g., by race/ethnicity, disability status, sexual orientation, foreign-born and foreign-trained
status, and faculty appointment type). The ADVANCE program is designed to foster gender equity through a focus on the
identification and elimination of organizational barriers that impede the full participation and advancement of all women
faculty in academic institutions. Seattle University’s $2.3 million ADVANCE Grant is entitled "What Counts as Success?
Recognizing and Rewarding Women Faculty's Differential Contribution in a Comprehensive Liberal Arts University" One
element of the Seattle University ADVANCE grant strategy focuses on how the use of service-learning, community-based
research and other forms of faculty community engagement are rewarded via promotion and tenure. (https://www.seattleu
.edu/news/news-features/seattle-university-has-been-awarded-a-23-million-institutional-transformation-grant-from-the-
national-science-foundation-that-could-result-in-a-new-model-for-faculty-promotion-here-and-potentially-a.html)

National Science Foundation Grant: Ready, Set, Transfer! (http://seattlecolleges.edu/RST/) Seattle University College of
Education faculty member Thai Nguyen is a co-principal investigator and lead educational researcher for a $5 million
National Science Foundation grant awarded to Seattle Colleges to support its “Ready! Set! Transfer!” program that
provides scholarships and other support for talented, low-income students pursuing careers and transfer associate degrees
in astronomy, biology, chemistry, computer science, engineering, geology, mathematics, nanotechnology, oceanography,
and physics. (https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1643580&HistoricalAwards=false;_

Choice Neighborhood Grant. Seattle University is the lead education partner on a seven-year $30 million HUD Choice
Neighborhood grant awarded to Seattle Housing Authority. As the lead education partner, Seattle University’s Center for
Community Engagement tracks the education performance of children living in the public housing community of Yesler
Terrace and also provides funding and programmatic support for summer learning and socio-emotional supports for
children and youth. (https://archives.hud.gov/local/wa/news/pr2012-12-13.cfm)

6.5. Does the institution encourage and measure student voter registration and voting?
Yes
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6.5.1
Indicate whether the institution encourages and measure student voter registration and voting , and describe the methods

for encouraging and measuring student voter registration and voting and what has changed since the last classification.
Provide relevant links if available.

Seattle University does encourage voter registration and voting particularly during significant election seasons. For
example, in fall 2018 the University encouraged voter registration through the following methods:

The American Constitution Society within the School of Law posted registration deadlines for Washington state using the
university’s online community organization platform, OrgSync. https://orgsync.com/173536/news_posts/300840

Student Government of Seattle University (SGSU) offered opportunities for students to register in person, provided a table
at the Fall Involvement Fair and subsequent days outside of the SGSU Office in the Student Center.

Envelopes and stamps were provided to students who brought their registration or absentee ballots to the SGSU Office.

Additionally, a letter was sent to the student body providing online resources and encouragement for registering. This
letter was endorsed by the Vice of Student Development, Executive Director of Campus Engagement, SGSU President,
Residence Hall Association (RHA) President, and Just Serve Club Co-Presidents.

6.6
Indicate whether the institution is committed to providing opportunities for students to discuss controversial social,
political, or ethical issues across the curriculum and in co-curricular programming as a component of or complement to
community engagement, and describe what has changed since the last classification. Provide relevant links if available.

Inspired by its mission of “empowering leaders for a just and humane world,” Seattle University offers numerous
opportunities for students to engage in discussing complex social, political and ethical issues that complement participation
in community engagement. Several examples of campus-wide offerings include:

Student Mission Day. Every year the University sponsors a “Mission Day” for faculty and staff that explores a topic related
to the university mission. For the first time in 2017, students organized a mission day to explore topics of interest to
students including racism, homophobia and economic insecurity. The 2018 Student Mission Day featured Angela Rye CNN
commentator and NPR political analyst. (https://www.seattleu.edu/diversity/past-events/)

Moral Mondays. Since 2014, the Office of Multicultural Affairs has sponsored Moral Monday’s as part of the Black Lives
Matter Initiative at Seattle University. Moral Mondays, which features a series of year-long events focuses on advocating
for Seattle University as a place and space for the national conversation on race, police violence, and the Black Lives
movement, focusing on the Black presence – past, present, and future – at Seattle University, and highlighting the ways in
which Seattle University directly or indirectly contributes to the problems and/or solutions facing Black communities.
(https://www.seattleu.edu/oma/oma-programs/moral-mondays-at-su/)

Social Justice Mondays. During the academic year, the Access to Justice Institute at the Seattle University Law School
offers weekly presentations and discussions on a variety of social justice topics. (https://law.seattleu.edu/multimedia-
library/access-to-justice-institute/atji-public-access/social-justice-mondays)

Soup with Substance. Campus Ministry organizes Soup with Substance lunches featuring guest speakers from local
organizations addressing particular social justice issues. Often included in these lunches are roundtable discussions about
how SU students can be involved in bringing about social change. These simple lunches, inspired by the practice of early
Catholic Worker communities, provide an opportunity for students to dialogue with local activists and leaders creating
social change in Seattle. (https://www.seattleu.edu/campus-ministry/social-justice/education-and-conversation/soup-with-
substance/)

Conversations on Public Service. Seattle University’s Institute for Public Service periodically organizes panel discussions
with local and state political leaders. For example, in Fall 2017, the Institute hosted a conversation with Seattle mayoral
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candidates. (https://www.seattleu.edu/artsci/about/news/su-institute-of-public-service-sponsors-conversation-with-
seattle-mayoral-candidates.html)

The Center for Community Engagement and its faculty partners encourage students to participate in these events. In some
cases, faculty incorporate participation into their service-learning courses. In addition, many of the students most involved
in community engagement are also the organizers of these campus forums and events.

Numerous faculty consistently include political and social justice issues in their course discussions. Students report that
they “connected learning to society problems or issues” at a higher rate than Seattle University’s Carnegie peers
(NSSE2018).

6.7
Indicate whether your campus has curricular and/or co-curricular programming in social innovation or social
entrepreneurship that reflects the principles and practices of community engagement outlined by the definition of
community engagement provided above, and describe what has changed since the last classification. Provide relevant links
if available.

In 2015, Seattle University was a finalist to become an Ashoka University Changemaker Campus. While the University did
not receive the distinction, Seattle University’s selection as a finalist demonstrates significant growth since 2010 in its
curricular and co-curricular programming in social innovation and social entrepreneurship. The Innovation and
Entrepreneurship Center (IEC) at the Albers School of Business and Economics has led numerous creative efforts to expand
the use of social innovation and social entrepreneurship. (https://www.seattleu.edu/business/centers-and-programs/iec/)

For example:

Small business support. The Resource Amplification and Management Program (RAMP) organizes support for local small
family owned businesses. Funded by a grant from J.P. Morgan Chase, the RAMP Program trains Seattle University students
to be consultants to the neighborhood businesses on a variety of topics. (https://www.seattleu.edu/business/centers-and-
programs/iec/ramp-up/)

Business Plan Competition. The Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center sponsors an annual Business Plan Competition
that supports for-profit and non-profit/social innovation start-ups. In 2018, several significant social innovation projects
received accommodation through the competition including Motmot Coffee (a Seattle University student-run direct
sourcing coffee company, https://www.motmotcoffee.com/our-story) and the Refugee Artisan Initiative
(https://refugeesarts.org/) working to provide sustainable employment to refugee women.
(https://www.seattleu.edu/business/centers-and-programs/iec/business-plan-competition)

In addition to the work of the Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship, social innovation and social entrepreneurship is
also found through student clubs such as Enactus which collaborates with businesses and organizations to create and
implement sustainable social entrepreneurship projects locally, nationally, and globally.

Several Seattle University courses also focus on social innovation and entrepreneurship including:

Design for the Society, an undergraduate core course that engages students in hands-on design, building, and testing of
actual devices, such as wind turbines for environmentally mindful energy conversion, and evaluating them from a technical,
societal and environmental perspective.

Sustainable Community Design, an interdisciplinary undergraduate core course that studies housing design in urban areas
and “thinking out of the box” ways to provide housing via sustainable design.

Leadership for a Just and Humane World, a graduate course in the Business School’s Executive Leadership Program
requires students to work in teams to identify a social justice issue, develop a sustainable project model, and implement
their projects within the community using executive-level skills.
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Community Development and Entrepreneurship Clinic, a graduate course that connects business and law students to apply
interdisciplinary legal and business skills to assist new and existing business ventures in a nearby low-income
neighborhood.

Entrepreneurship and Social Enterprise, a graduate course where students consult with (1) for-profit organizations desiring
to use their resources to address social issues; (2) individuals starting for-profit microenterprises for a self-employment/job
creation, and/or (3) nonprofit ventures desiring to create “profitable” opportunities to fund their own programs or to create
employment and training opportunities.

E. Outreach and Partnerships

Outreach and Partnerships has been used to describe two different but related approaches to community engagement.

Outreach has traditionally focused on the application and provision of institutional resources for community use.

Partnerships focus on collaborative interactions with community and related scholarship for the mutually beneficial

exchange, exploration, and application of knowledge, information, and resources (research, capacity building, economic

development, etc.). The distinction between these two is grounded in the concepts of reciprocity and mutual benefit, which

are explicitly explored and addressed in partnership activities. Community engaged institutions have been intentional

about reframing their outreach programs and functions into a community engagement framework that is more consistent

with a partnership approach.

1. Outreach

1.1
What changes to outreach programs and functions (extension programs, training programs, non-credit courses, evaluation

support, etc.) that reflect a community engagement partnership approach have taken place since your last classification?

Describe three examples of representative outreach programs:

Since the Carnegie 2010 application, a number of outreach programs have emerged and grown at Seattle University that

reflect a community engagement approach. The university-wide Seattle University Youth initiative has led to a shift in how

the university “does” community engagement. The Youth Initiative’s focus on building the capacity of youth and families in a

specific geographic area has led to a shift from mostly partnering with non-profit organizations and schools to a more

expansive engagement of neighborhood residents and organizations. This shift has led the university to place greater

emphasis on the histories, cultures, racial dynamics, and systems of power at play in its local neighborhoods. In some cases,

this has led to changes to academic courses and to how faculty involve students in the community.

One such function is the use of campus for public events, both free and ticketed, that invite groups onto campus for lecture,

public speakers and entertainment. Since 2009, Seattle University has hosted the Search for Meaning Book Festival

dedicated to topics surrounding the human quest for meaning, and the characteristics of an ethical and well-lived lived. The

Search for Meaning Festival has evolved into a signature Seattle University event and features a veritable who's who of the

literary and scholarly worlds, with over 50 best-selling authors of fiction, nonfiction, poetry and more. The Festival has

drawn over 425 distinguished authors to campus, including 24 award winners, four New York Times best-sellers, three

Pulitzer Prize winners and the author of a major motion picture. (https://www.seattleu.edu/stm/searchformeaning/)

Finally, open use of campus space has become a more formalized practice at the University including new signage that
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indicates to the public that they are welcome on campus and can access SU Park, green space (including an informal dog

park), the chapel and other spaces on campus..

1.2
What changes have taken place regarding institutional resources (co-curricular student service, work/study student

placements, library services, athletic offerings, etc.) that are provided as outreach to the community? Provide examples of

how these institutional resources are consistent with a community engagement partnership approach.

The Seattle University Athletics department under Athletic Director Shaney Fink and in partnership with Director of

external relations, Mary Lee Gillibrand has considerably shifted the department’s commitment to community engagement.

Each team is required to participate in service activities, and when possible, this is done in collaboration with the Center for

Community Engagement including having a regular presence at local partner public schools. The department additionally

provides free tickets to games for local families as part of the SUYI Family Engagement program. Staff in the Athletics

department have strong ties to Special Olympics and in 2018, hosted the USA Games on campus.

Since 2010, the University has refined its community-service work-study program, in which student leaders are encouraged

to utilize their work-study funds to serve in paid roles in our signature Seattle University Youth Initiative programs at local

public schools. In the 2017-18 academic year, 110 students were hired to serve in SUYI schools, a total amount of $223,000

in Seattle U student hourly wages. This number includes 40 JumpStart students, supported by AmeriCorps funding. The

prior youth tutoring program under the Center for Community Engagement, the Children’s Literacy Project, managed

$50,000 of federal work-study dollars.

Center for Community Engagement has also served in a grant-seeking role to fund faculty research concentrated in the

SUYI zone and directed at success for Yesler Youth and Families. Examples include:

A partnership with the Kresge Foundation and College of Education for evaluation of art in public housing. Janet Argogast

and Bob Hughes served as the primary investigators.
An Annie E. Casey Foundation grant to research community partner organizations support of opportunity youth – youth

currently not enrolled in school or employed ages 16-24.
An ethnobotanical analysis of the Danny Woo garden in the China-town International District was conducted by Dr. Rob

Efferd, who conducted oral histories now housed in the Wing Luke Museum.
Dr. Jason Miller offered a series of community-based research trainings for community partners focused on the use of

digital storytelling and participatory research.

2. Partnerships

This section replaces the previous “partnership grid” with a series of repeating questions for each of the partnerships you
identify.

Describe representative examples of partnerships (both institutional and departmental) that were in place during the most
recent academic year (maximum = 15 partnerships). As part of this section, we are asking for an email contact for each
partnership provided. The text for the email that will be sent to your community partner can be found below.

As part of this section, we are asking for an email contact for each partnership provided. The
following email will be sent to your community partner:
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Dear community organization partnering with a college or university,

{Name of Campus} is in the process of applying for the 2020 Elective Community Engagement Classification from the

Carnegie Foundation. The classification is offered to campuses that can demonstrate evidence of collaboration between

institutions of higher education and their larger communities (local, regional/state, national, global) for the mutually

beneficial creation and exchange of knowledge and resources in a context of partnership and reciprocity. Partnerships that

meet the standards of community engagement are grounded in the qualities of reciprocity, mutual respect, shared

authority, and co-creation of goals and outcomes.

We were provided your email address by the campus applying for the Community Engagement Classification. The

Community Engagement classification is offered by the Carnegie Foundation and is available to all colleges and universities

in the United States. For more information about the classification, please go to https://www.brown.edu/swearer/carnegie.

We would like to ask you to assist with this classification process by providing confidential responses to a very brief online

survey (LINK provided). While your participation in the survey is entirely voluntary, your input and perspective on the

activity are valuable in evaluating campus community engagement. Beyond the evaluation of campus community

engagement, the responses provided by community partners contributes to a national understanding of how communities

and campuses are collaborating for the purpose of deepening the quality and impact of such partnerships.

In order to be able to assess and improve partnership activities, it is important to provide candid responses to the questions.

The responses you provide are confidential and will not be shared by Swearer Center as the Administrative home of the

Carnegie Community Engagement Classification with the campus.

Many thanks for your response.

Sincerely,

Survey Questions

The survey will include the first page of this framework with the definition of community engagement.

As a community partner, to what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements with regards to your
collaboration with this institution? (1= Strongly disagree, 4=Strongly agree)

1. Community partners are recognized by the campus.
2. Community partners are asked about their perceptions of the institution’s engagement with and impact on

community.
3. My community voice is heard and I have a seat on the table in important conversations that impact my community.
4. The faculty and/or staff that our community partnership works with take specific actions to ensure mutuality and

reciprocity in partnerships.
5. The campus collects and shares feedback and assessment findings regarding partnerships, reciprocity, and mutual

benefit, both from community partners to the institution and from the institution to the community.
6. The partnership with this institution had a positive impact on my community
7. Describe the actions and strategies used by the campus to ensure mutuality and reciprocity in partnerships.
8. Please provide any additional information that you think will be important for understanding how the campus

partnering with you has enacted reciprocity, mutual respect, shared authority, and co-creation of goals and
outcomes.
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Please indicate whether you consent to having your responses used for research purposes by the Swearer Center as the
Administrative home of the Carnegie Community Engagement Classification. For research purposes, all responses will be
aggregated and no individual partner or campus information will be identified. If you have any questions, please contact us
via email: carnegie@brown.edu

The button below "Add Partner" will prompt 14 questions related to the partnership. Please note that adding any
partner’s email will trigger the survey to send instantly. If you do not wish to send the survey to the partners at this time,
you can choose to add their email information before you submit the full application.

Partner #1

Project/Collaboration
Title

Choice Neighborhood

Organization Name Seattle Housing Authority

Point of Contact Rachael Steward

Email Rachael.Steward@seattlehousing.org

Phone 206.615.3300

Institutional Partner Center for Community Engagement

Purpose of this
collaboration

Educational supports for children (birth to college) living in public housing at Yesler Terrace.

Length of Partnership 2012 to present

Number of faculty
involved

10

Number of staff
involved

15

Number of students
involved

250

Grant funding, if
relevant

$30 million Choice Neighborhood grant to Seattle Housing Authority. As the Lead Education
Partner on the grant Seattle University receives $106,000 per year to track data, conduct
evaluations and expand summer learning.

Impact on the
institution

Significant learning experiences for Seattle University students.  Research and service
opportunities for faculty. 

Impact on the
community

Additional summer and after-school programming, socio-emotional supportive services and early
learning programs for neighborhood residents.

Partner #2

Project/Collaboration
Title

Seattle University Youth Initiative at Bailey Gatzert Elementary School

Organization Name Bailey Gatzert Elementary School
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Point of Contact Principal Laurie Kazanjian

Email llkazanjian@seattleschools.org

Phone 206-252-2810

Institutional Partner Center for Community Engagement

Purpose of this
collaboration

Deepen and expand educational supports for Bailey Gatzert Elementary students.

Length of Partnership 1992 to Present

Number of faculty
involved

20

Number of staff
involved

30

Number of students
involved

300

Grant funding, if
relevant

Gifts and grants support $400,000 annual budget for staff, student wages, early learning
supports, family engagement workshops, data analysis, after-school and summer programming
and field trips.

Impact on the
institution

Dozens of university students have participated in service-learning, volunteer and paid positions
at Gatzert.  Faculty have assisted with curriculum development, parent engagement, socio-
emotional coaching and more.  These have positively impacted faculty teaching and research. 

Impact on the
community

Pursuing a community school model at Gatzert, Seattle U has supported a comprehensive free
extended learning program, family engagement efforts and more that has positively impacted the
school climate and student learning outcomes. 

Partner #3

Project/Collaboration
Title

Seattle University Youth Initiative at Washington Middle School

Organization Name Washington Middle School

Point of Contact Principal Emily Butler Ginolfi

Email eabutlergino@seattleschools.org

Phone (206) 252-2600

Institutional Partner Center for Community Engagement

Purpose of this
collaboration

Expand and deepen academic and enrichment supports for Washington MIddle School students

Length of Partnership 1992 to present

Number of faculty
involved

15

Number of staff
involved

15
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Number of students
involved

90

Grant funding, if
relevant

College Spark Washington Grant and individual gifts support the $200,000 investment Seattle
University makes in a mentor program, after-school programming and summer learning.

Impact on the
institution

Dozens of university students have participated in service-learning, volunteer and paid positions
at Washington.  Faculty have assisted with curriculum development, parent engagement, socio-
emotional coaching and more.  These have positively impacted faculty teaching and research. 

Impact on the
community

As measured by an evaluation and pre-post surveys, the mentoring program and other programs
have led to better socio-emotional skills for students as well as academic progress. 

Partner #4

Project/Collaboration
Title

Youth Traffic Court, part of the Access to Justice Initiative at the Seattle University School of
Law

Organization Name Garfield High School

Point of Contact Al Snyder

Email acsnyder@seattleschools.org

Phone 206-252-2270

Institutional Partner School of Law, Access to Justice Institute led by Margaret Fisher

Purpose of this
collaboration

Offer restorative justice option for resolving actual traffic tickets and at the same time make the
community safer, young people better drivers, and the youth volunteers more knowledgeable
and skilled about the law and legal system. Garfield High School students conduct monthly
hearings and sentence their peers using creative sentencing. Youth completing their sentences
have their tickets dismissed, and no report is made to the WA Department of Licensing. Garfield
High School students serve as judge, prosecutor, defense attorney, jury, and court staff. The
court conducts up to eight hearings once per month in two courtrooms at the Seattle Municipal
Court. Dispositions generally include service on future youth court juries. The Garfield defense
attorney then mentors the defendant to ensure completion of the disposition. SU law students
develop policies, provide training, help the Garfield students prepare cases, manage the cases,
coordinate with the Seattle Municipal Court, and help with the hearings.

Length of Partnership Since 2011

Number of faculty
involved

1

Number of staff
involved

1

Number of students
involved

25 high school students, 10 Seattle U law student mentors

Grant funding, if
relevant

Seattle Municipal Courts proves modest funding

Impact on the
institution

Law student mentors have a chance to work with high school students and at the same time
become more knowledgeable of law and courts, and develop collegial relationships with police,
judges and faculty.
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Impact on the
community

Instead of parents paying a fine, students who receive traffic tickets become better drivers and
have better understanding of the rules of the road. Volunteering high school students have more
sophisticated understanding of law and legal system, work as colleagues with adults in authority
positions and contribute to the betterment of their community.

Partner #5

Project/Collaboration
Title

JumpStart

Organization Name Jumpstart for Young Children, Inc.

Point of Contact Hueiling Chan, Chinese Services and Information Center (CSIC) Program Director (one of the
2017-18 sites)

Email hueilingc@csic-seattle.org

Phone 206-624-5633

Institutional Partner Center for Community Engagement, Jumpstart Program

Purpose of this
collaboration

Jumpstart is a national early education organization working toward the day every child in
America enters kindergarten prepared to succeed. We provide language, literacy, and social-
emotional programming for preschool children from under-resourced communities and promote
quality early learning for all children. Since 1993, we’ve trained more than 50,000 college
students and community volunteers to transform the lives of over 123,000 preschool children
nationwide. At Seattle University we’ve partnered with Head Start, ECECAP and Seattle
Preschool Program classrooms to create sustainable solutions in order to close the kindergarten
readiness gap. In addition we provide classroom support to preschool teachers and a direct
connection/pathway for college students who may want to pursue a career in education.

Length of Partnership 11 years with Jumpstart National

Number of faculty
involved

Number of staff
involved

1

Number of students
involved

40

Grant funding, if
relevant

Funded by Jumpstart grant/AmeriCorps

Impact on the
institution

Jumpstart Seattle U students have served over approximately 100,000 hours of service with 440
students participating over 11 years. JumpStart prepares Seattle U students for professional
formation through leadership development and early education skills.

Impact on the
community

Fueled by a core belief that by providing equal education opportunities to young children it
contributes to breaking the cycle of poverty. Over 100,000 hours of service in the community
working to reduce the kindergarten readiness gap, 1320 children positively impacted by
Jumpstart CM’s (80 at BG) mentorship.

Partner #6

Project/Collaboration
Title

Community Lunch on Capitol Hill
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Organization Name Community Lunch on Capitol Hill

Point of Contact Jentien Pan, Program Manager

Email jentien@communitylunch.org

Phone (206) 972-2524

Institutional Partner Center for Community Engagement, service-learning placements

Purpose of this
collaboration

This partnership provides a mutal benefits where Seattle U students are able to volunteer in the
community making real-world connections to their academic content. Community Lunch benefits
via a sustained connection with Seattle University, long-term relationships with faculty, and
program support through volunteer labor and increased presence of volunteers during
mealtimes to connect with guests and connect over difference.

Length of Partnership Since 2010

Number of faculty
involved

4

Number of staff
involved

1

Number of students
involved

60

Grant funding, if
relevant

n/a

Impact on the
institution

As one of the most consistent and popular service-learning sites, this partnership serves as a
entry point for many students to understand the reality of homelessness, food insecurity,
poverty and community building as well as gaining concrete skills in meal planning, food
preparation and interpersonal relationship building. The student-led social justice and service
club at Seattle University, Just Serve, often collaborates with Community Lunch as a one-day
service opportunity to catalyze a passion for community engagement in other students and show
the impact of donating time to an organization.

Impact on the
community

Community Lunch on Capitol Hill provides four hot lunches a week which are open to all without
a sign-in requirement. They serve an average of 800 guests per week, a critical source of
dependable food for people struggling with food security in Seattle.

Partner #7

Project/Collaboration
Title

Hilltop House

Organization Name Hilltop House

Point of Contact Karen Carlos, Service Coordinator

Email karen@hilltop-house.org

Phone (206) 624-5704

Institutional Partner Center for Community Engagement, service-learning placement
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Purpose of this
collaboration

Students are able to develop relationships and build community with residents of Hilltop House,
a local low-income retirement community in an apartment near campus. By learning about aging
and the elderly in the classroom and then building real-time relationships with residents,
students offer companionship and activities while residents support student's realtime learning
and understanding of the human experience. Activities include hosting a book club for residents,
offering salon services including manicures, interviewing residents and creating oral histories for
families, theatre, playing wii, computer skills classes and a sewing group. Students and residents
exchange skills, perspectives and stories. Dr. Claire Garoutte led a documentary photography
service-learning project with five students. 

Length of Partnership Since 2007

Number of faculty
involved

4

Number of staff
involved

2

Number of students
involved

32 placement based, 5 students for project-based service-learning

Grant funding, if
relevant

n/a

Impact on the
institution

Hilltop House offers a space for young adult students to connect with seniors in the
neighborhood where they might not have any relationships outside of their immediately family of
this generation. Through the exchange of wisdom and dialogue, students gain perspective on the
experience of aging while stimulating residents with fun and meaningful activity. Students apply
theory and reading on human development and aging to real individuals they personally know
and have connected with.

Impact on the
community

Hilltop House provides affordable housing and healthy, vibrant community for seniors aged 62
and older. By consistently maintaining 124 units to low-income seniors, Hilltop enables older
Seattle residents to stay within the city if they want to in the context of increasing rent and house
prices. The activities provided at Hillhouse which Seattle U students participate in are free and
accessible to residents who may otherwise face barriers and isolation.

Partner #8

Project/Collaboration
Title

St. Francis House

Organization Name St. Francis House, Service-Learning

Point of Contact Kathy Collins, Director

Email stfrancis@live.com

Phone (206) 621-0945

Institutional Partner Center for Community Engagement, Service-Learning
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Purpose of this
collaboration

St. Francis House provides a number of services to low-income and homeless clients including a
clothing bank where clients can have a positive shopping experience for new-to-them items at no
cost. They additionally offer personal care items, sleeping bags and tents for those living on the
streets. Students sort and organize clothing, set up the store and merchandise items to create a
normalizing experience for community members who may otherwise feel marginalized. St.
Francis additionally offers coffee and sandwiches and students are encouraged to connect with
clients before and after their shopping. St. Francis serves hundreds of homeless and working
poor people in Seattle. 

Length of Partnership Since 2007

Number of faculty
involved

4

Number of staff
involved

2

Number of students
involved

33

Grant funding, if
relevant

n/a

Impact on the
institution

St. Francis House is a long-term partner of Seattle University and offers an experience for Seattle
U students who are studying the social-economic realities of urban spaces a real-life experience.
Located just three blocks from campus, the service opportunity offers students a concrete entry
point to understanding the lived experience of homelessness and breaking stereotypes through
relationship building. By offering their time and energy to create a clean and well-organized
space for clients, students elevate the mission of St. Francis to honor the dignity of all who enter
the building. 

Impact on the
community

St. Francis House provides a critical service for low-income and homeless individuals in meeting
basic needs around access to clothing, food and temporary shelter (tents). They are currently in
the process of exploring building affordable housing to expand their services as they own the
land where their current building is located. Honoring their namesake, St. Francis upholds the
dignity of all clients who access their services and resources without asking questions but with a
simple investment in their humanity. 

Partner #9

Project/Collaboration
Title

VITA Low-Income Tax Prep

Organization Name United Way of King County

Point of Contact Emily Vyhnanek, Financial Stability Program Manager

Email evyhnanek@uwkc.org

Phone 206-461-5076

Institutional Partner Albers School of Business

Purpose of this
collaboration

The program was developed with the goal of helping individual taxpayers cope with the
complexity of filing an accurate tax return. It gives accounting students a chance to use their
skills to help others in the Seattle University community.
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Length of Partnership 44 Years - not always with UWKC and Goodwill, but previously with AARP and on our own.
UWKC relationship began approximately 8 years ago in association with the Yesler Terrace
Community Center. UWKC/Dearborn Goodwill approximately 5 years ago.

Number of faculty
involved

3

Number of staff
involved

2

Number of students
involved

40 students, 3 alumni

Grant funding, if
relevant

n/a

Impact on the
institution

At the beginning, students are often intimidated by both the tax law and the client service aspect
of this assignment, but year after year they tell me that this was one of the best experiences of
their university careers. Not only do they hone their tax accounting skills, they give back to the
community, which they tell me they find extremely fulfilling.

Impact on the
community

For over 40 years, Seattle University accounting students have been providing the local
community with a valuable tax preparation service. The program is a joint venture between
Seattle University accounting students, United Way of King County, and the Internal Revenue
Service. Students and United Way volunteers prepare tax returns for the public free of charge.
The program was developed with the goal of helping individual taxpayers cope with the
complexity of filing an accurate tax return. It gives accounting students a chance to use their
skills to help others in the Seattle University community. Former SU Accounting Professor John
Harding established VITA in 1975, when the Internal Revenue Service asked for volunteers to
help the public work through the complexities of tax returns.

Partner #10

Project/Collaboration
Title

Seattle Chinatown International District Preservation Authority (SCIDPDA).

Organization Name Seattle Chinatown International District Preservation Authority (SCIDPDA).

Point of Contact Jamie Lee

Email jamiel@scidpda.org

Phone (206) 624-8929

Institutional Partner Center for Community Engagement

Purpose of this
collaboration

Support housing and community development in the Chinatown/International District. Professor
Will Parkin partnered with SCIDPDA to analyze data for the report, "2018 Chinatown
International District Public Safety Survey Report" in a project-based service learning
course. Professor Claire Garoutte's documentary photography students also provided
documentation. 

Length of Partnership Since 2005

Number of faculty
involved

6

Number of staff
involved

8
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Number of students
involved

5 photography students, 16 criminal justice students

Grant funding, if
relevant

n/a

Impact on the
institution

Dozens of university students have participated in service-learning and volunteer expiences at
SCIDPDA.  Faculty have assisted with research on community development, safety, and
neighborhood services.  These have positively impacted faculty teaching and research. 

Impact on the
community

Service-learning courses have provided valuable reports on community issues.  A funding partner
from Seattle University also has taken lead on workforce housing project thanks to university-
SCIDPDA partnership.

Partner #11

Project/Collaboration
Title

Danny Woo Garden, Service-Learning

Organization Name Interim CDA

Point of Contact Lizzy Bakersville, Garden Manger

Email ebaskerville@interimcda.org

Phone (206) 623-5132

Institutional Partner Center for Community Engagement, Service-Learning

Purpose of this
collaboration

Interim CDA manages Danny Woo Garden, an active community garden located in Seattle's
International District. An asset for the community, most plots are maintained by older residents
who grow food for themselves and their families. Students work on specific projects to steward
the land and improve systems including composting and winter readiness. Students studying
envioronment, food ecology and food security apply their academic learning in a concrete unique
space and connect across culture and generations. 68 active gardeners, most of whom are first-
generation immigrants, work alongside student volunteers in a mutual exchange.

Length of Partnership Since 2010

Number of faculty
involved

2

Number of staff
involved

1

Number of students
involved

4

Grant funding, if
relevant

n/a

Impact on the
institution

Danny Woo Gardens is a pillar of the Chinatown International District and is often a site visit
location for immersions to understand the history and culture of this neighborhood located less
than half a mile from campus. 
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Impact on the
community

 The site enables residents to grow culturally-relevant foods, access outdoor space and connect
with one another around gardening skills. Interim CDA also hosts a teen leadership program
centered around the garden called Wild. In addition to the Garden, Interim-CDA offers housing
counseling, finacial assistance and affordable housing with nearly 300 units to strengthen the
neighborhood fabric and preserve its cultural heritage.

Partner #12

Project/Collaboration
Title

Yesler Youth Media Program

Organization Name Rec Tech, Seattle Parks and Recreation, Yesler Community Center

Point of Contact Asfaha Lemlem

Email Asfaha.lemlem@seattle.gov

Phone 206-615-0064

Institutional Partner Arts and Arts History Department

Purpose of this
collaboration

Offer high quality six week full time paid summer program for 16 Yesler Terrace youth to
document the redevelopment of Yesler Terrace.

Length of Partnership 8 years

Number of faculty
involved

2

Number of staff
involved

10

Number of students
involved

10

Grant funding, if
relevant

A Kresge grant to Seattle Housing Authority provides $33,000 per year to support the program.

Impact on the
institution

Significant opportunity for faculty and student interns to apply learning and research. 

Impact on the
community

High quality learning experience for youth. Videos, photography and advocacy presentations
advising on redevelopment of Yesler Terrace. 

Partner #13

Project/Collaboration
Title

Catholic Community Services -Youth Tutoring Project

Organization Name Catholic Community Services -Youth Tutoring Project

Point of Contact Terrin Day

Email terrind@ccsww.org

Phone (206) 323-6336

Institutional Partner Center for Community Engagement, SUYI Summer Fellows
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Purpose of this
collaboration

Seattle University and YTP collaborate on summer programming for neighborhood youth,
recruiting Seattle U undergraduate students as Summer Fellows to lead academic and
enrichment activities for elementary and middle school youth. YTP also hosted service-learning
placements for academic courses at Seattle University and in 2017, was a collaborator on an
academic research project.

Length of Partnership Since 2007

Number of faculty
involved

Number of staff
involved

1

Number of students
involved

12 summer fellows; 5 students involved in project-based service learning 2017-18

Grant funding, if
relevant

Gates Foundation

Impact on the
institution

YTP serves as a long-term partner in the Seattle University Youth Initiative and is connected to
Catholic Community Services other offerings including housing.

Impact on the
community

The Youth Tutoring Program (YTP) is an after-school educational enrichment program for first
through twelfth-grade students who live in six low-income and public housing communities in
Seattle. Started as a partnership with the Seattle Housing Authority in 1991, the tutoring centers
provide youth with a safe, positive, and stimulating environment to explore learning and
experience academic and personal success. Volunteers are the heart of the program. They work
with students individually or in pairs to follow each student’s individualized learning plan. We are
in need of tutoring volunteers throughout the school year, and during the summer. At the
tutoring centers, students build skills in reading and math, get help with homework, and grow
their confidence. There are six YTP tutoring centers located throughout Seattle. Centers are
open in the late afternoon and early evening hours. YTP students are wonderfully diverse,
representing many nationalities, cultures, languages, and religions.

Partner #14

Project/Collaboration
Title

Special Olympics USA Games 2018

Organization Name Special Olympics

Point of Contact John Borgognoni, Senior Vice President

Email jborgognoni@sowa.org

Phone (206) 362-4949

Institutional Partner Athletics

Purpose of this
collaboration

Increase opportunities and inclusion for people with disabilities through sport. In addition,
provide student athletes with direct experience in diversity, inclusion and connectivity of all
people. 

Length of Partnership Ongoing since 2010

Number of faculty
involved

10
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Number of staff
involved

20

Number of students
involved

30

Grant funding, if
relevant

n/a

Impact on the
institution

Increased perspective and awareness of people with intellectual disabilities. Improved individual
comfort level around people with intellectual disabilities. "The very same ideals espoused by the
Special Olympics—accepting, including and empowering people with intellectual disabilities
through sport—are consonant with who we are and aspire to be as a university, and through the
years many members of our Seattle University family have been involved with this outstanding
organization." - Father Stephen Sundborg, President, Seattle University

Impact on the
community

Lasting friendships formed over the years, much more meaningful than "one and done"
volunteering that is typical in athletic departments. Authentic understanding of what it's like to
be different and face different challenges.

2.2
In comparing the “partnership grid” from your previous application/classification with the responses above, please reflect

on what has changed in the quality, quantity, and impact of your partnership activity.

Since the Carnegie 2010 application a number of outreach programs have emerged and grown at Seattle University that

reflect a community engagement approach. The university-wide Seattle University Youth Initiative has led to a shift in how

the university “does” community engagement. The Youth Initiative’s focus on building the capacity of youth and families in a

specific geographic area has led to a shift from mostly isolated partnerships with non-profit organizations and schools to a

more expansive and connected engagement of neighborhood residents and organizations. With a greater emphasis on the

histories, cultures, racial dynamics, and systems of power at play in its local neighborhoods, we situate ourselves in the

historical and contemporary context of a rapidly developing city. We have shifted the preparation of our students to an

asset-based approach which centers anti-racist practices and requires participation in anti-racist training before students

begin their service with youth of color in our local school partnerships.

2.3
What actions have you taken since the last classification to deepen and improve partnership practices and relationships—in

initiating, sustaining, and assessing partnerships? How did these practices encourage authentic collaboration and

reciprocity with community partners?

Since the foundation of the Seattle University Youth Initiative, we have implemented a collective impact model across our

partnerships within the youth initiative geographic zone. Collective impact in our context means multiple partners focused

on a shared goal using common data, continuous communication, and inter-related actions. In our partnership with the

Seattle Housing Authority and the Choice Neighborhood Grant, for example, Seattle University serves as the lead

education partner. In this role, the Center for Community Engagement first hired a data and evaluation specialist to manage

the shared data needs in tracking the well-being and performance of youth living in Yesler Terrace in local Seattle Public

Schools through attendance, kindergarten readiness assessments, state testing and graduation rates. In addition, in 2010

we hired a School Success Coordinator to oversee the university's engagement at the Bailey Gatzert Elementary and in

2015 added another Coordinator at Washington Middle School. Employing staff on site in the schools enables us to deepen

our relationships with Principals, teachers, families, and students, while providing administrative support for engaging with
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campus.

Furthermore, we’re active in a housing-focused collective impact project called the Yesler Community Collaborative, an

organizing effort for equitable neighborhoods. By serving as one of the lead organizations in the Yesler Community

Collaborative the CCE has assisted with the development of a coalition of low-income housing providers committed to

building additional affordable housing. The Center has also hosted neighborhood immersions and community meetings to

enable campus and community leaders to learn from each other. A 2015 local immersion brought together low-income

housing providers over a two day experience; relationships developed on the immersion led to new collaborations by

providers on affordable housing projects.

The University has implemented technology that enables our community partners to connect directly with student

volunteers from the University. ConnectSU (powered by OrgSync) enables partner organizations to post opportunities

directly, empowering connections between the needs of community partners and the interests of the student body of the

University. A number of these partners also serve as curated service-learning sites and research partners with faculty of the

University. See more on our resources for faculty support on our website here: https://www.seattleu.edu/cce/faculty-and-

staff/

2.4
How are partnerships assessed, what have you learned from your assessments since your last classification, and how is

assessment data shared?

In 2015, an external consultant assessed the relationships between Seattle University and several in the Choice

Neighborhood Education Collaborative to identify program growth and improvements, elements that support

sustainability, and considerations for scaling the partnership to the middle and high school levels. Several themes emerged,

including shared vision, mutual trust and respect, commitment to social justice, deep commitment to the success of

neighborhood children, and the importance of communication to facilitate trust. Partners providing services in the

neighborhood noted that participating in the Collaborative has raised their awareness of the services and resources each

offers to families and students. Several members said they have used their new relationships with each other to expand

services for their constituents. One referred to this as accessing “resources beyond our realm.” Another outcome of the

new relationships is that partners are identifying new collaborative strategies to create a stronger education pipeline.

A second review in 2018 identified nine practices that have played key roles in collaborative:

Seize the Collaborative Window: Both institutions were well-positioned to take advantage of the collaborative window

when it opened, and both had collaborative entrepreneurs who had the capacity and networks needed to bring together

key stakeholders and resources.

Invest in Authentic Relationships: SHA and CCE encourage staff across their organizations to build strong working

relationships. Both SHA and CCE describe the relationships in the collaborative as authentic and sustained.

Seek Alignment in Vision and Values: SHA & CCE have identified alignment between their institutions’ respective values

and vision. The connection between housing and education feels like a “natural fit,” and the executive leaders make

intentional efforts to understand how their respective work overlaps.

Build a Culture of Accountability: SHA & CCE have built a culture of accountability that emphasizes shared responsibility,

shared data and shared focus.

Mitigate Differences in Culture and Process: Both organizations take steps to mitigate differences in organizational culture
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by surfacing different expectations, norms and constraints and adjusting to each institution’s “ways of doing things.”

Encourage Leadership at Every Level: Leadership is evident at every of the collaborative. Members of the executive team

engage in regular dialogue and signal their support of the work. Staff work closely with families, emphasizing their ability to

advocate for themselves and their children. Faculty at Seattle University are also empowered to connect their teaching and

research with the work of the collaborative.

Cultivate Trust: Trust is clearly essential to the success of the SHA/CCE collaborative, and is supported by people

consistently showing up, listening actively, and keeping the promises they make.

Adapt: Adaptation plays a critical part in collaborative. From the beginning, key leaders have embraced ambiguity,

demonstrated humility, emphasized flexibility, and encouraged reflection, curiosity and experimentation.

Exercise Collective Power: As SHA and CCE look towards the future, sustainability for the collaborative lies in part in the

network of relationships, communication and shared leadership formed over the past decade. The collaborative now has

the opportunity to build the capacity of youth and families to lead and advocate for themselves.

2.5
Provide a summary narrative describing overall changes that have taken place related to outreach and partnerships on

campus since the last classification. In your narrative, address the trajectory of outreach and partnerships on your campus –

where have you been, where are you now, where are you strategically planning on going? Provide relevant links.

Seattle University’s outreach and partnerships have deepened and expanded significantly over the past 10 years. Guided by

the development and expansion of the Seattle University Youth Initiative, the university has pursued a more coherent and

long-term strategy in developing partnerships and pursuing outreach. Trust between Seattle University faculty, staff and

students and community partners, as well as local residents, has grown significantly because of the Youth Initiative’s long-

term vision and consistent approach. The Youth Initiative has also provided a framework to deepen faculty and student

leadership and focus much more on anti-racist practices. Finally, in several cases, the place-based strategy that Seattle

University is pursuing has led the university to decline invitations that might spread resources too thin or limit impact in

local Youth Initiative neighborhoods.

The future of Seattle University’s approach to outreach and partnerships will continue to be guided by the place-based

approach of the Youth Initiative. Through its outreach and partnerships, Seattle University will particularly focus on

building the capacity of leaders from all campus and community stakeholders including university students, faculty and

staff, as well as staff at local schools and area non-profits, neighborhood youth and families, philanthropists, and leaders

from other universities and communities. Through these leadership development efforts, the University will co-create

deeper and more expansive collective impact networks drawing upon several interconnected themes:

Racial Equity. We will combat individual bias and institutional racism through multi-layered interventions developed in

partnership with campus and community leaders.

Language Justice. Our neighborhoods and schools are rich with cultural and language diversity, yet our education and social

service systems often lack multilingual approaches to fully engaging residents. We will pilot new approaches to addressing

language justice.

The Whole Person. A core element of a Seattle University education is care for the whole person. We will put this ethos into

action through our Youth Initiative partnerships by focusing on restorative justice, trauma-informed care, and socio-

emotional learning.
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Continuous Learning and Improvement. At its best, Jesuit higher education fosters lifelong learning and a focus on

continued growth. We will draw upon this approach to foster continuous individual, organizational and collective learning

through the consistent use of data, analysis and collaborative reflection.

By focusing on these themes and building leadership capacity at all levels in these different groups, we believe that we can

foster individual, organizational and systemic transformation that addresses the challenges we face as a campus,

community, and nation.

Reflection and Additional Information

(Optional)
Reflect on the process of completing this application. What learnings, insights, or unexpected findings developed across the

process?

Compared to the 2010 Carnegie Application, the Seattle University campus community seemed more familiar with

community engagement and more responsive to questions posed by the Seattle University Carnegie Planning Committee.

This may indicate more buy-in to a centralized organizational approach that began at Seattle University in 2004.

Seattle University’s tracking of data and indicators related to community engagement has increased since 2010,

particularly within the Center for Community Engagement. The next effort will be to bring more data and tracking

sophistication for the campus as a whole.

The integration of community engagement within the curriculum is maturing with more focus on departmental engagement

and an increasing use of the pedagogy of critical service-learning. An emerging question is how best to balance a desire for

quality (e.g. all students have deep and expansive community engagement experiences) and quantity (e.g. all community

engagement experiences have significant community impact with deep learning for participants).

Seattle University’s areas for growth include:

Refining faculty rank, tenure and review guidelines to more purposely recognize faculty participation in community

engagement through teaching, research, and service.

Moving closer to putting equal emphasis on campus and community impact. While the Youth Initiative has led to a greater

focus on community impact, overall campus community engagement efforts still focus more on-campus impact (e.g. student

learning, faculty research).

More fully engaging directly with neighborhood residents in guiding the university’s community engagement strategies

instead of relying on intermediary partners such as non-profits and government organizations.

Further exploring the university’s potential to harness anchor institutions practices particularly in the areas of local hiring,

procurement, and investments.

(Optional)
Please use this space to describe any additional changes since your last classification not captured in previous questions.
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--empty--

(Optional)
Please provide any suggestions or comments you may have on the documentation process and online data collection.

--empty--

Request for Permission to use Application for Research:

In order to better understand the institutionalization of community engagement in higher education, we would like to make

the responses in the applications available for research purposes for both the Carnegie Foundation and its Administrative

Partner for the Community Engagement Classification, the Swearer Center for Public Service at Brown University, and for

other higher education researchers as well.

Survey responses will be made available for research purposes only if the community partner provides consent.

In no case will responses be shared that identify the community partner or the campus - all research will honor anonymity.

Please respond to A or B below:

A. I consent to having the information provided in the application for the purposes of research. In
providing this consent, neither I nor my community partner organization nor the campus I partner
with will be disclosed.
Yes

B. I consent to having the information provided in the application for the purposes of research. In
providing this consent, I also agree my identity or the identity of my community partner organization
may be revealed.
Yes
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